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The starting point of one of the most beautiful
ski runs in the Alps and doubtless the most
perfect one in the Bernese Oberland is reached
from Wengen in 7 minutes.
Beside the easy wide open slopes with plenty
of powder snow, well cared runs for courses
are always kept open.
Drop of altitude 4500ft. over a distance of
about 7 miles. Ski-lift Lager - Mannlichen,
good snow conditions even in April.

Aerial Ropeway

Special Aeroplane service for skiing
in the high mountains
Many starting points for the longest and most
beautiful skiruns in the high mountains of the
Jungfrau area, which before could only be approached by long and toilsome ascents on ski
reached now with aeroplanes taking off from
Mannlichen with trained glacier pilots.
Some of these beautiful glacier runs are:
Petersgrat-Stechelberg (Lauterbrunnen Valley),
Ebnefluh - Hollandia Hut - Blatten, Fiescherhorn - Finsteraarhorn Hut - Fiesch, Rosenegg Rosenlaui - Meiringen.
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TOP OF EUROPE

Jungfraujoch-Top of Europe
3454 m/ 11,333 ft

The highlight of
every Swiss tour
Information. JUNGFRAUBAHNEN Harderstrasse 14
CH-3800 Interlaken Telephone 0 1 0 4 1 36 2 2 4 5 85
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WHICH WAS FOUNDED IN WENGEN ON 7™ FEBRUARY 1925.
HON. EDITOR : BRIGADIER D. F. RYAN, LODWICK, MONXTON, HAMPSHIRE
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COLOUR AND THE COVER
It seemed sensible to mark our 70th anniversary by a modest extravaganza in the Journal. I found
a very sympathetic designer who looked through a selection of illustrations used in previous journals,
and the journals themselves to get our flavour. He saw right away that our principal aim was to
encourage racing and to do that by training young people to race.
Almost at once he selected the illustration of Fraser Dunn rounding a gate on p. 50 of the 1994
issue. He broke the original colour print down by computer, superimposed our badge, and produced
the cover on this year's Journal. It seemed very striking.
The designer is Barry Ricketts, his firm Shared Vision, and his telephone number 01264 710428.
He prides himself on a rapid design and print service for all types of printed work, from booklets
to posters via catalogues and handbills.
REORGANISATION OF THE COMMITTEE
I have been on the committee, less for a couple of years, since 1980.1 have been bothered that whereas
we have a dozen or more elected and coopted members of the committee keen to do something for
the Club, we often find no role for them during their tour of duty.
The problem has been two-fold; for a start there are always a group of officers who are each
responsible for one aspect of our affairs. They know their subject and do their best to deliver the
service for which they are responsible.
The second part of the problem is the constantly changing set of elected and coopted members.
They do not influence the day to day work of the officers but are asked twice or three times a year
to agree to the results of that work, often without being privy to the thought processes that determined
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it. It is my belief that they would like to do more but don't see how.
We now are planning a reorganisation of the committee that we think will give more members
a chance to help in one aspect of Club management, will help to provide a line of succession to the
officers' posts and will, I trust, make for better informed committee meetings, since they will have
written reports before they have to consider them at meetings which will leave more time for the
consideration of major topics.
VAIN HOPE
When the Senior Service was allegedly drinking to "Wives and Sweethearts; may they never meet",
members of my own Regiment, the Royal Artillery, were lifting their glasses of madeira to "Long
wars and a sickly season", for if you were a Gunner you could not purchase your next step as you
could in the cavalry and infantry, but had to wait until death or old age toppled your immediate
seniors off the perch, and let you move up the ladder a rung or two.
I confess to entertaining similar uncharitable thoughts last February during the running of the
McMillan Cup. Try hard as I might, I could see that there were competitors in my age group, and
more importantly in the age group in which I shall be eligible to run next year, who were going to
be jolly hard to beat.
So with the Ashes Cup now firmly established, and the Heavenly Bowl oversubscribed, I shall
have to wait for a sickly season or mark time until I can produce a cup for the Over 90s, trusting
that my likely rivals will have succumbed to over-indulgence in Fendant, resulting in a gout that
even Mr Molitor will not be able to swaddle comfortably in plastic or leather.
THE GNOMES OF ZURICH
It's difficult as any listener to Today, on Radio Four, will know to link items running consecutively
or to group two news items together. Readers will I hope forgive me for heading this piece as I have
in order to give it a simultaneously Swiss and financial flavour, not difficult, I hear you say, when
you fork out the francs required for a fondue in Wengen.
However Wengen was reported this year in the Swiss Financial Times, the New York Financial
Times and the Financial Times. Incidentally it is not chauvinism to refer to it as the FT, since that
is its title, rather in the same way that our postage stamps are the only ones without a country of
origin on, so if you'll let that pass, I'll get on with the news.
Arnie Wilson, whose sad loss is reported elsewhere and who reported our 70th Anniversary in The
Field of 16th February, also wrote a piece for the FT of the 18th February. It is headed "I lost
my heart to Wengen", and that is its burden. Mr Wilson speaks with fondness of the eccentricity
of the resort, the Jungfrau Railway, the Wengen Curling Club and of course of the DHO. It was
a kind piece and highlights all those facets of the warp and woof of Wengen life that we know and love.
In the NY Financial Times, Mr Eric Weinberger who has lived and worked in the Swiss and Austrian
Alps for the last four winters, has written a longer piece, describing the resort in some detail, and
then going on to write about the DHO and the Kandahar in a very friendly fashion.
Perhaps the Gnomes of Zurich are in some distant way related to the little people that Mr Sutherland
writes about occasionally in this Journal, tales that my youngest son David, ever loyal, thought were
the best bits in the magazine.
SKI JUMPING
Tim Ashburner, a member who is also the editor of the British Ski Federation Ski Jumping Newsletter
wrote at the beginning of the season to bring me up to date on the BSF's plans.
He started by recalling that as a consolation for being excluded from the Winter Olympic Games
at Lillehammer in March 1994, the British jumpers were invited to appear as fore-runners. This
was not only a great honour but also a responsibility. In the event our three jumpers all jumped
over 70m, the first time that British jumpers have managed this at the same time, and which also
received full page publicity in the Norwegian papers.
Tim reports that they are now rather more optimistic that they will get their first ski-jump in Great
Britain soon.
I thought that you might like to see the latest exploits of Adidas and Badedas, the Birds on the
Side, which are reproduced on the next page.
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SACHA SKIS FOR ARMY
A letter from Eve Mellor enclosing a cutting from the Oban Times brought me up to date on Sacha
Zvegintzov's progress in the Army. You will probably know that he joined in 1992, and was attached
to 1 Armoured Division Transport Regiment, based in Germany, where he took part in the divisional,
Army and then the Inter Services ski championships and where he won the overall event. After that
it was back to Germany and from there to the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst from where he
passed out in April 1994 and was commissioned into the Army Air Corps. I spoke to his father Paul
recently, and he told me that Sacha has now completed the first part of his training as a helicopter
pilot, and was just off in August to race downhill in the Argentine. It was super to hear of him doing
so well, and following his father into the Service.

A SKIING SOLECISM
I have been consistently inconsistent in one of the more important duties of the editor; I have spelt
the title of our greatest race in at least three different ways. I apologise. It was as usual Paul, our
Wengen Secretary, who in the kindest possible way told me that it was the McMillan Cup. I thought
it sensible to look back as far as my records allow, and these were the Journals for 1937, our second,
and 1946 which is the fourth. Anyway the editor of both these was KD Foster, whose son David
handed the editorship over to me in 1980, and who jolly well ought to know, who spelt it McMillan,
so I think we are on the right lines at last. All I have to do now is to try to get it right.

Adidas
: y HAVE TO &ET FORHAR&
0 THE VORLAGE POSITION
EARLY AS POSSIBLE

a«o(

Badedas

SOME OF THE LADS MANAGE,
TO GET INTO THE V0ALA6E
POSITION AS EARLY AS
THE NIGHT B£FORE
/
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IMPERIAL LONDON HOTELS LIMITED
IMPERIAL

PRESIDENT

BEDFORD

TAVISTOCK

COUNTY

ROYAL NATIONAL

The Imperial Hotel with 450 bedrooms and
Conference rooms to suit all occasions.

President Hotel

Tavistock Hotel

All Hotels are centrally located and competitively priced.

5,000 beds:

Singles £49 to £62

Twins £63 to £78

inclusive of English breakfast, service and VAT
All bedrooms with private bathroom and direct-dial telephone and satellite TV
Shortbreak holiday weekend promotions, tailored conference packages.
New Royal National Conference Suite — over 15,000 sq. ft.
WINE BY THE CASE
Specially imported from our own vineyard in Lussac St. Emilion,
Bordeaux
Chateaux La Croix de Grezard from £55 per case including delivery in
London. For details ring 0171 278 0963.
Central Reservations and information
0171-278 7871

Banqueting Division:
0171-637 2488

Telex: 263 951 Rusimp London Fax: 0171-837 4653
ILH Swiss Representative: Zurich (00) 251 2570

Telex: 816479 MCO CH

Rates subject to alteration without notice
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ANGLO-SWISS SOCIETY

Tom Walduck, Esq.
Downhill Only Club
Woodfield Farm
Hatfield
Herts AL9 6JL
Dear Mr Walduck
I write to you as President of the Anglo-Swiss Society with two purposes. The first is to make you aware
of the existence and activities of our Society, and the second to ask whether you would feel able to pass
on summary information to your members at a convenient time in a circular.
As background I am enclosing a page giving the origins and activities of the Society, another with a list
of officers and committee, and a copy of our current rules. Our activities are London-based but include forays
into the home counties. Our purposes are social and cultural as opposed to political or business. Membership
is drawn from those with any Swiss connection and is predominantly personal. We also have a few corporate
members. Our annual programme typically includes a dinner at the end of the year, a reception given in
January by the Swiss Ambassador, a reception every other year on the terrace at the House of Lords and
a couple of other visits to country houses, museums, art galleries or whatever. Successful summer outings
to Switzerland have also been arranged.
We are particularly interested in attracting some younger members and the British-based ski clubs are an
obvious field. I am in touch also with Inga Grimsey at the SCGB and with Sally Ingram at Mardens.
It will be appreciated if you feel able to pass an outline of this information to your members, inviting
those who may be interested to apply directly to our Secretary, Mrs F R Cobb, 2 The Mill Yard,
Wickhambreaux, Canterbury CT3 IRQ.
I hope to hear that you can help.
Yours sincerely
Limerick
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The Lord Limerick
11 Berkeley Street
London W1X 6BU

19th May 1995

Dear Lord Limerick,
Thank you for your letter regarding the Anglo-Swiss Society which has arrived at a most appropriate moment.
We are just producing copy for our Journal which goes to all 1500 members here and. in Switzerland,
so I have sent the relevant information from your letter to our editor so that he may include an appropriate
introduction to the Society in our next issue due this October.
I will also include an item on our forthcoming (June) A.G.M. agenda to let those members who attend
know of the Society's activities.
I hope that this may produce some positive reaction perhaps resulting in membership.
Yours sincerely

Tom Walduck

QUINQUAGENERIAN NULLI SECUNDUS
Dear Paddy
As I walked into the hut a couple of days before the 1995 McMillan Race, Paul announced "I've put
your name down, Olivia, 49, same as me - OK?" I agreed instantly, convinced I looked and felt much
younger!
After two great practice runs, Diana Bown and I were riding the Honegg T-bar to the start, catching
up on two years' gossip and actually discussing my habit of holding my poles with the tips facing outwards
to impale any potential out of control skier at a crossing point when, like a bolt of lightning, we were struck
to the ground by a very large skier who did not even have the courtesy to stop. Cursing and nursing what
turned out to be a bruise of mammoth proportions on my thigh, I shot after him, encouraged by Diana,
still prostrate on the ground and clutching her battered breast, and caught him on the Tschuggen path where
he received a veritable earful from me and gave me his name, address, insurance, next of kin, etc.!
Fuming and firing on all cylinders, I arrived at the start of what was a really exciting and challenging
first McMillan Race for me with a superb turnout for the 70th anniversary of the Club.
At the prizegiving, I listened eagerly to the awards and sighed with relief as the 40-49 fastest lady category
came and went - my age was intact but
dear Paul then announced the 50-59 category and did I imagine
I heard my name? My secret was out or had the computer lied?? Whatever and what the hell, I'll be back
next year to defend my title and perhaps by then I'll have finally accepted that we who lived through the
60's do NOT adapt easily to reaching half a ton!!
Yours ever
Olivia Gordon
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DHO ASHES CUP
T H Walduck Esq.
President-DHO
Dear Tom,
First of all, my belated thanks for your donation to the above which you sent to me in June. My letter
went out to over 90 members known to be over 70 at the time of the 1994 McMillan Race and 51 have
written to me sending donations. Not a bad score! In addition five members, including yourself, particularly
wanted to contribute although under age and all 56 donors are shown on the attached list.
The response not only covered the cost of the engraved trophy but has also enabled me to buy seven nice
engraved small salvers for presentation to the next six winners (one of the seven has already been sent to
John Mathews the 1994 winner). I am sending a note of income and expenditure to Norman Currie.
When I asked my elder brother for one of our jointly owned wooden skis (circa 1934!) he apologised for
having dumped them in a recent clearout! I shall try and find a bit of old wood ski from a member or someone
in Wengen so that some ashes can be produced.
I am much looking forward to the '95 Anniversary events, 1925 was my first visit to Wengen when 2lh
years old so I am always able to enjoy two celebrations!
I do hope you will be at the forthcoming events.
Kindest regards. Yours sincerely
Peter Liddell

DONORS OF DHO ASHES CUP
FOR MEMBERS OVER 80 COMPETING IN THE MCMILLAN RACE
MEMBERS OVER 70 IN 1994-THE HEAVENLY BOWLERS
Anderson, J L
Archer, W.Cdr H D
Boyd, H G F
Clarabut, D S
Clarabut, Cdr. & Mrs G S C
Clough, Miss N S
Copeland, R S C
Cory, C R
Crook, C
Devolz, M & Mme A
Dowson, Miss R P
Fletcher, K
Haines, Mrs B A
Hall, G R
Hamilton-Sharp, Mr & Mrs G
Hampton, E F
Hargreave J M

Hazell, CWM
Hensman, The Hon. Mrs
Hillman, Dr. F
Hunter, Brig. J A
Irvine-Fortescue, Maj. H
Kellett, Eur. Ing R
Kent, Mrs E F
Killwkk, D S
Lakin, Mrs D
Lavers, A G
Lewitt, Mrs M
Liddell, P D O
Mabey, B G
Macalister, Dr. I
Marsham, C G B
Martin, Mr & Mrs E B
Marx, Mrs M

HONORARY HEAVENLY BOWLERS (not yet 70)
Miller, Miss M E
Ryan, Brig D F
Rustin, R E
Walduck T H
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Mathews, J
Matthews, R B
McCormick, N A
Mellor, Mrs E
Mollet, P C P
Myles, Mrs M L
Paulley, G R
Robinson, K G
Romer, J E
Room, K G
Stockwell, Mrs B
Tail, T T
Thorp, Mr & Mrs H MB
Turner, Col. W A
Waley, Mrs P J
White, Lt. Col. P J
Willes, D W
TOTAL
51
Wheway R C
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

56

SECRETARY'S CORRESPONDENCE
Mrs J Alban Davies
Sevenoaks, Kent.

Dear Mrs Alban Davies,
My father J K K Pennefather has died. I understand he was one of the DHO 'older' members. Though
he gave up skiing years ago he loved anything to do with skiing and he even sent me to Aigle College.
His earlier skiing stories took place in Wengen. My only memory of Wengen was dreadful blizzards (I
was only eight) and black cherry jam to which I became a hopeless addict.
Would you kindly adjust your records.
With thanks.
Yours sincerely
Robin Pennefather

R Pennefather, Esq,
London W10 6PP
Dear Mr. Pennefather,
Thank you very much for your letter giving the sad news of your father's death.
1995 is the 70th anniversary of the Club and I see from the records that your father joined in 1933. He
was certainly a long and loyal member and I am sure that he will be greatly missed.
If it was blizzarding during your early visit to Wengen you may not have caught sight of the marvellous
Jungfrau range, I hope you will have the opportunity to make a return visit one day. The trains up the
mountain are powered by electricity not steam, but less has changed in Wengen than in many other places.
I am sure that the black cherry jam is still delicious!
Yours sincerely,
Jenny Alban Davies
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THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT TO THE AGM
ON WEDNESDAY 7th JUNE 1995
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the AGM.
This has been an important year for our Club celebrating as it does seventy-years since the founding
of the DHO in Wengen.
Many of you will know of, or attended the Dinner Dance we held at Scheidegg during the McMillan
Cup week to commemorate the Anniversary. This was a good excuse if any were needed for some
150 members and guests to get together for the occasion which I think everyone felt was a great success,
and our thanks are due to all those who helped contribute to the event. Now that we no longer hold
an annual dinner dance in England the success of this Swiss event leads us to believe that perhaps
a smaller social event such as a dinner might be held annually in Wengen during the McMillan Cup
week with a dinner dance say every five years.
The village had a less successful season than in previous years although the Lauberhorn Race was
well supported and is always a good advertisement for Wengen. It seems that the recession has finally
hit Switzerland. The British remain the predominant 'foreign' nation but the exchange rate was even
more penal this year with no real prospect of an improvement. How long will it be before we get
only one Swiss franc for our pound sterling?
The Club held a full programme of races some of which had to be cancelled due surprisingly to
snow falls that were too heavy! The McMillan Cup held in excellent conditions attracted 71 entrants
which Paul sensibly divided into two groups. This helped keep injuries to a niinimum (with just
a few notable exceptions!).
Paul managed to enrol a significant number (about 90) new members. This was particularly creditable
bearing in mind the reduced numbers of visitors in Wengen.
At this point I would like to mention how aware I am of the very important role Paul Zvegintzov
and his wife Maree perform on behalf of the Club. I am convinced however that it is in the Club's
interests to provide them with accommodation nearer the centre of the village, to improve their
effectiveness. To this end I have written to Jost Brunner to say that the Club will contribute to the
extra cost of more central accommodation if the village will continue to fund the flat at the existing
level and continue to provide meals in the various hotels. I believe this is also an important part of
our Wengen PR and should be maintained.
Ingie Christophersen organised a very successful racing and training programme for the Club though
unreliable snow in Wengen before Christmas makes planning early winter training there very difficult.
DHO trainees were however highly successful both at Altenmarkt and at the National Championships
in Tignes. At the schoolgirls races in Flaine and the ESC Championships in La Rosier we were the
dominant club. Thank you Ingie for all your hard work.
Coggins numbers were somewhat disappointing this year. This is partly due to lack of information
amongst new members who may not realise that the children receive fully qualified instruction, are
looked after all day and that the cost is approximately half that of the ski school. The children also
have more fun which is after all why we go skiing.
In thanking all the officers and committee of the Club, thanks are particularly due to Paddy Ryan
for his tireless efforts in producing our excellent Journal, to Mike Brunner for so efficiently handling
the thankless task of controlling our membership and of course to Norman Currie for capably holding
our purse strings, finally also to Jenny Alban Davies our Secretary who has the unenviable task of
minuting our meetings, then trying to make sense of what was said and at the same time trying to
keep the President sweet-not an easy task!
Before finishing I would like to mention briefly that the response to the questionnaire, about the
possible conversion of a Wengen building to provide flats and at the same time a Club house, was
very positive. I have sent a follow-up letter to try to gauge the strength of members' interest.
Whilst I remain enthusiastic about the ultimate objective of having our own Club premises centrally
located in the village I am firmly opposed to the Club becoming financially involved in a project
of this size. If we can get the funding underwritten however we could cretainly help with the coordination and liaison.
I hope as many of you as possible will stay for the buffet supper and wish you a pleasant evening.
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'TIS BETTER TO ARRIVE THAN TO TRAVEL!
By Allan Percival
There are poseurs in every walk of life, but few
to equal those encountered on the slopes. Two of
the breed were sitting in front of us on the coach
from the airport on our very first skiing holiday.
Obviously very experienced, they were discussing
snow conditions throughout the Alps and greeted
our courier like a long-lost friend.
"Hail to thee, fair Victoria" said the man.
"Hello, Vicki" drawled his wife, "what's the
snow like this year? Old Heinz still running the
Ski School?"
All perfectly innocuous stuff and we
eavesdropped in humility, hoping to pick up a few
pointers from experts such as these, but at that
point their conversation changed up a gear.
"What happended to that girl with the multiple
fracture?" asked the wife "You know, the one
who came down the Gunbarrel backwards."
"Oh, her" said Vicki "she got home by
airtaxi."
"Covered by insurance I hope" said the
husband.
Vicki caught sight of the two frightened faces
in the seat behind as we strained to hear what else
the human vultures had to say on the subject of
accidents.
"She shouldn't have been dancing on top of the
table in the disco'' she replied firmly "no wonder
it collapsed."
We started to relax, but the husband's next
remark put us back on full, quivering alert. There

was a debonair chuckle in his voice as he said,
"With any luck this holiday I'm going to have a
go at the Devil's Chute."
His wife was less sure. "Oh, come on JJ you
haven't done Beelzebub yet."
The hairs on the nape of my neck started to
twitch.
JJ ignored his wife and gave Vicki a rakish
smile. "And then it'll be all systems go for the
Black Hole. Eh?"
His wife looked at him with tolerant affection,
"Take no notice of this old madman of mine,
Vicki. He'll not rest until he's broken a leg."
Dear Lord, I thought, Kitzbuhl must be a cross
between our local knacker's yard and Macclesfield
Infirmary. How could there be room for beginners
with the place dominated by suicidal maniacs?
My wife shared my sentiments. "I thought
there were a lot of nursery slopes and easy runs
at Kitzbuhl" she said, when Vicki eventually
joined us.
"Of course there are - it's noted for them. Why
do you ask?"
My wife nodded her head at the two experts in
front of us. Vicki looked at them and the leant
forward and whispered, "You don't want to take
too much notice. All those names-they made
them up themselves. This is their fourth season
here and they only got off the nursery slopes last
year!"

SUPPLIES NOW AVAILABLE AT STORES IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
AMBLESIDE

AYR
BARROWFORD
BATH
BEDFORD
BETWSYCOED
BILLARICKY
BIRMINGHAM
BLACKPOOL
BOURNEMOUTH
BRADFORD
BRECON
BRENTWOOD
BRIGHTON

BRISTOL
BURY ST EDMUNDS
BUXTON
CALLANDER
CAMBERLEY
CANTERBURY
CAlWEY ISLAND
CAPEL CRUIG
CARDIFF
CHAGFORD
CHELMSFORD
CHELTENHAM
CLEETHORPES
COBHAM

COLCHESTER
COVENTRY
CROYDON
DARTMOUTH
DEREHAM
EDINBURGH
EXETER
FOLKESTONE
GLASGOW
GLOUCESTER
GRASMERE
HARROGATE
HARROW
INVERNESS

IPSWICH
KEIGHLEY
KENDAL
KINGSTON
KIRKBY LONSDALE
LANCASTER
LEEDS
LEIGH ON SEA
LLANBERIS
LONDON EC1
LONDON EC4
LONDON SW18
LONDON SW1W
LONDON W5

LONDON COV. GDN
LYTON
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE UTYNE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OLDHAM
OXFORD
PEEBLES
PETERBOROUGH
PITLOCHRY
PLYMOUTH
POOLE

PORLOCK
POULTON LE FYLDE
PRESTON
RAYLEIGH
SAFFRON WALDEN
SALISBURY
SHEFFIELD
SHREWSBURY
SLOUGH
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
ST ANDREWS
STOCKPORT
STOKE ON TRENT

STOWMARKET '%
SWINDON
TROWBRIDGE
TRURO
TUNBR1DGE WELLS
TYNDRUM
WADEBRIDGE
WARRINGTON
WATFORD
WELLINGBOROUGH
WINDERMERE
WORTHING
YORK

FOR A BROCHURE AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST PLEASE WRITE TO THE BRASHER BOOT CO, WHITE CROSS, LANCASTER LAI 4XY TEL 01524 84100
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Which one of these men needs 67 shirts for one expedition?

..The one with the dark overcoat - Sir Francis Younghusband, leader of the notorious trek to Lhasa in 1904. He also took an
issortment of Coats: an old Ulster, two Jaeger Coats, two Khaki Coats, a Great Coat, a long Covert Coat, a Chesterfield Coat, a
'oshteen Long Coat (whatever that might be), a Fur Coat, a Chinese Fur Coat, and a Waterproof Coat.... he did have a
lundred servants or so to look after his gear!!
"hirty years later Bill Tilman and Eric Shipton invented an entirely new philosophy: travel light... travel far. To which we have
tdded those three vital words "Travel in Comfort".
Jill Tilman took lightness to an extreme - he took only one shirt for a five month expedition to the Karakoram. Since we like
:hallenges we decided to invent a shirt which will last for five months at least - in rough country. And, while we were about
t we invented two entire ranges for travellers and hillwalkers.
L year ago we introduced the ranges to the Press and this is what they said:
The entry of The Brasher Boot Company into outdoor clothing is good news notjust for walkers, but also for the
mountains.....]ohn&Anm Nuttall, Camping Magazine.
As with the boots, the clothing has been put together with meticulous care
Hawkins, Rambling Today.

extremely comfortable to wear

Pete

The Hillmaster jacket complements the boots of the same name perfectly. It's lightweight and functional
Clive Tully, Country Walking.
Countrymaster fleece. This is a superbfleecejacket!..... Hillmaster trousers. I've been waiting for a pair of trousers
like these since microfibresfirst appeared Chris Townsend, TGO.
bu are invited to sample our modem range at the stockists listed on the left. And if you show them this advert they will
iresent you with a copy of The Illustrated Guide to Travelling in Comfort, by Chris Brasher. But hurry while stocks last. Now
re'd be delighted to hear what you have to say.
}

S Don'tforget the Mountainmaster 4x4 - thefirst jacket to use 100% recycled fleece!

TRAVEL L I G H T , TRAVEL FAR, TRAVEL IN COMFORT WITH I
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WENGEN SECRETARY'S REPORT 1994/95 SEASON
After a slow start to the snows, with the trainees
having to travel to Grindelwald and Grand to find
adequate pistes, the season settled down to a new
snow fall every two weeks, with some over one
metre deep. Even during the very late Easter week
there were four good falls of snow.
All the pistes were open the whole season with
only three or four days of fohn or heavy snow
causing temporary closures.
Nine weekly races were held with four races
being cancelled owing to heavy snow falls which
seemed to prefer Thursdays!
The McMillan Cup race had 71 entries and was
run in two groups down a perfect course. There
were a few falls but luckily only one broken bone,
though several bruised bodies and prides.
Two new prizes were donated for the ladies'
categories; the Vertigo Cup by Evie Bowyer for
the over Forties and the Half Ton Plate for the
over Fifties presented in memory of two past
members of the Club Tony Parker and Billy
Rawlings.
There appeared to be far fewer British visitors
to Wengen probably due to the very poor rate of
exchange. As a result the number of new members
is well down on previous years. However despite

the lack of new members, the hut has been well
used over the season with several very crowded
drinks parties.
The 70th Anniversary celebrations were a great
success thanks to the great efforts of all the
organisers and voluntary helpers. Perhaps we
should start thinking about the millenium
celebrations for our 75th year!
Coggins had a very poor season with only a
handful of children over Christmas. The mid-term
faired a little better but the very late Easter caused
another dearth of children with not one Coggin
in the last week of the holiday.
During the season the Club and Wengen have
had some excellent publicity with articles in
several British, American and Swiss publications.
A short documentary TV programme was shown
on Meridian TV including interviews with DHO
members at a fondue evening; this time without
the silly games and bread throwing!
It was with great sadness that we read of the
death of Lucy Dicker. Her partner Arnie Wilson
who wrote the articles on the 70th Anniversary,
had just completed a round the world 365 days
skiing journey with her. They were our newest
members at the dance.

Do it yourself...
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d'Aubeny Watches

Austin's

Tim Ashburner
12 Redcliffe Close
Old Brompton Road
London SW5 9HX
Tel: 0171 370 0828

The world's finest wood finishes
Rustins Ltd. Waterloo Road, Cricklewood,
London, NW2 7TX.
Tel: 0181 -450 4666
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ELLIS

BRIGHAM
MOUNTAIN

SPORTS

est. 1933

llis Brigham Mountain Sports
are very aware of the demands
of our customers. No other
company has the experience of over
60 years of mountain sports retailing
and no other company employs such
a
rigorous
product
testing
programme to ensure that goods sold
in our shops offer you the utmost in
quality, performance and value. Visit
one of Ellis Brigham
Mountain
Sports Nationwide chain of specialist
shops and allow our
friendly,
knowledgeable staff to advise you on
your product selection.
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September sees the arrival of all the
new season's ski hardware, clothing and
accessories. Our range of ski hardware is selected after
tireless testing by our on-snow team. We are dedicated to
offering skis and boots that energise and boost the
confidence of the developing skier, delivering utmost
pleasure where once there was only fear. Our experienced
ski customers' demands are high and we meet them head-on
by offering ski hardware that rips the whole mountain,
giving these accomplished skiers products that transmit
power and precision and give instant reliable feedback.
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We carry a broad-based range of winter sports clothing
and outdoor apparel and we ensure that at each level the
clothing meets the demands of the end user. Those switched
on to the Snowboard vibe will be excited by our shops'
dedicated 'Snowboard Asylum' areas, call our Hotline for
your copy of our specialist Snowboard Catalogue.
All of these exciting new products can be purchased from
the comfort of your own home through The White Book 9,
Ellis Brigham's 132 page Mail Order Catalogue published in
September.
To request your free copy, fax us on 0161 831 7614 or
simply telephone.
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DHO DINNER DANCE, KLEINE SCHEIDEGG
2nd FEBRUARY 1995
By Huw Alban Davies
The DHO clings on to an unfashionably low
altitude resort because of its lasting character and
extreme beauty. We are known to train young
racers well and are always able to find a corner
of our glorious ski area that remains fresh and
unspoilt. Otherwise, it is for the quality of our
parties that we are renowned and it was inevitable
that the 70th was going to be something special.
Balls are regularly held in the West End but for
landmark anniversaries it has to be the Alps, at
as high an altitude as possible. The 150 DHO
members and guests who gathered at Wengen
station on February 2nd were well turned out;
white tie and kilts scattered among the frocks and
evening dress. It was footwear however,
particularly the variety of practical shoes, ski boots
and moonboots showing on the ice below our
frocks and black trousers that emphasised that we
were not off to the Savoy. Some had special needs
and Phil Gepfert was sporting a leg damaged on
the slopes; this was not allowed to slow him down,
particularly when propelled in a station luggage
trolley.
Our special WAB departure left Wengen with
all the compartments rowdily full but we were
diverted well before reaching Scheidegg. Karl and
Edith Fuchs, Karli and Susie Fuchs and
Christoph and Kathy Gertsch had arranged for the
train to make an unscheduled halt at Allmend to
toast the 70th by the trackside. We all stepped
down from the train on a clear, starlit night
overlooking Wengen and drank champagne
chilled in the snow; a glorious moment. This
characteristically generous gesture ensured that
the party arrived at the Hotel Bellevue in high
spirits.
The Bellevue has probably changed less over the
last 70 years than most places in Wengen and
Heidi von Allmen showed table plans of DHO
Balls from years gone by. To set off the
surroundings Sara Walduck had brought with her
on the aeroplane elegant table dressings in Club
colours and only Sara's considerable diplomatic
skills made the cabin staff overlook her little
problem with hand luggage. Assembled with a
band of helpers, the final result was superb and
showed off the Club silverware beautifully.
Unfortunately, nothing could persuade Heidi that
blue and white balloons were not an unacceptable
fire hazard, even when filled with the inert gas,
helium.
DHO members mingled and we were delighted

to meet Alan and Vanessa Chandler. Alan is the
dynamic new President of the Ski Club of Great
Britain and together with Inga Grimsey, the SCGB
Chief Executive, they will introduce reforms to
meet the challenges facing our premier alpine ski
club in the era of snow boards and fatboys, when
the British are no longer the dominant nationality
in the Alps. In numbers, the DHO is next in
seniority as an alpine club and it was very welcome
to have big brother's support on this occasion and
to know that SCGB are keen to work with us. Our
own Olivia Gordon is, of course, a senior Ski Club
Rep and she had made sure that the party stopped
in Wengen on their winter tour of the resorts and
came with her to the dance.
The dinner menu featured some very typical
Swiss cuisine and the Bellevue did well to cope
with such a large influx. At times this involved
valuable in-job training for some of the young
staff, but we were looked after admirably. I saw
Paul Zvegintzov heave a sigh of relief after the
soup course, when not a single bread roll had been
thrown in any direction. Good behaviour, and
with the press present. Could it really be true?
Speeches are generally not the high point of any
dinner. However, there are exceptions and to be
successful an after dinner speech should be wise
witty or amusing; best of all, a combination of all
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much to damage the resort's reputation in recent
years. The second fohn has lead to a thaw in our
own currency, with the devaluation of the pound
making paupers of us all. Nevertheless the Brits
continue to come and our Wengen friends always
make us welcome. To emphasise the role of the
DHO, Karl reminded the company that the first
winner of the Lauberhorn had been a member.
At times, DHO people go completely native. Karl
mentioned a guest at the Regina who refused to
ski on Sunday, because of "all those foreigners
from Bern."
Next, the home team were represented by a
tandem act featuring Walter Steuri and Freddie
Fuchs. The Direktor of the Jungfrau Railway and
the Controller of the Pistes had obviously put in
a bit of practice. Their performance involved a
complicated integration of narrative, props and
character acting and the effect was worthy of the
best in Variety. The Palladium perhaps; a gala
performance? The plot was that England and the
Berner Oberland are separated by many miles and
some fairly hostile terrain. To be confident of
making the pilgrimage every year, the DHO
member needs a certain amount of gear. Out came
a beautiful Grindelwald snow bike which Walter
presented to the Club; Grindelwald, mark you,
the Direktor is after all no Wengener. As he
mounted the bike to demonstrate the long-legged
gliding technique essential for negotiating the
French autoroutes, his straight-man handed him
the rest of the props. How about the English
Channel? After all, in those uncertain days in the
these, and very short indeed. We were fortunate early winter there had been reports of the tunnel
to have every variety of the good after dinner • service being suspended on account of the wrong
speech and not a moment of tedium. First of all type of seaweed on the rails. The fully equipped
the President said a lot of very sound things about DHO traveller would need flippers. Their concern
our first 70 years and thanked everyone in went even further; goggles and snorkel would also
Wengen who has done so much to make us be required to be sure of a successful crossing.
welcome. Tom Walduck commended our This was done with great comic timing and those
presentation alarm clocks (complete with logo of who were witnesses with chuckle at the thought
DHO skier) and explained that, in planning, it of Walter and Freddie demonstrating the snow
was once thought possible to share one between
bike's trans-continental capabilities as they admire
each couple, but further advice from the politically
it hanging in the Hut.
correct (we do have them, even in the DHO),
The Ball was the right occasion to present the
pointed out that modern couples might not wake
Dowson Cup, an important trophy awarded for
up in the same bed.
what headmasters always described as "overall
The President gave way to the Honorary achievement" and which, in my experience,
President, Karl Fuchs. Karl speaks with invariably went to the amiable boy with a straight
enormous authority about the Club's history and parting sitting two seats down, who was impeded
he explained how Wengeners had kept the on his way to the podium by carrying all the other
memory of their British friends alive during the cups he had already won. Our paragon for 1995,
war by thinking of the runs named after them, and never has there been anyone more deserving,
including DHO Gap, Mac's Leap and Oh God was Paddy Ryan. Paddy is the heart and soul of
(some mistake surely, Ed.). Since then we have the DHO and he rose to enormous acclaim. After
always been welcome but two types of Fohn have so many successful speeches he was not going to
combined to keep visitors away from Wengen. escape. The company was insistent. Paddy was
The first is the warm wind which has done so equal to this task and for the style with which he
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leprechaun-green tie spurred the dancers on to
greater and yet greater exertion. In enthusiasm I
am sure that the DHO'ers of nowadays yield
nothing to their forebears, although perhaps in
skill we were at times a bit lacking. Not that
scenes of elegance were altogether absent. The
sight of Georgina Mucklow, her gown slit as high
as decency (and Tino Fuchs' blood pressure)
permits, gliding across the floor with a gallant
Mike Brunner, transcended all delight. Maree
Zvegintzov and one of our guests, Andrew
Mclrvine, discovered that their fathers had both
been captured with the Highland Division at St.
Valery and they decided that once the initial
enthusiasm of the dance was spent, it might be
appropriate to celebrate this fact with a highland
dance or two, particularly with the reel of the
illustrious 51st. There were enough people with
a Caledonian Ball or two behind them but
unfortunately it came to nothing because, to Mr.
Blobby, an Eightsome was no more than a
reasonably sized ice cream. The music played on
and eventually dancers had to be dragged from
the floor lest they missed the last train down to
Wengen. Duncan Lonie was the last to leave the
dance floor and to the very end he gave every sign
of being prepared to boogy the Rat Run all the
way to the village, rather than give up the dancing.

delivered, his speech could have been composed
months before.
"Sausages," said Paddy.
Uproar. People banging tables.
"More, more." Roared the crowd.
"Rhubarb. Rhubarb." Paddy finished his
oration.
The room erupted. What more could he have
said? On his way to collect his pot from Rhona
Dowson, the winner of the DoWson Cup had to
brave a gathering driven wild with admiration. As
he regained his seat exhausted, it occurred to me
that there may be an equally worthy winner of the
Dowson at some time in the distant future, the
DHO after all is a resourceful club; but a speech
like that. Never.
After dinner comes dancing and we were very
lucky to have the services of a jolly, rotund chap
on the accordion, and much else beside. Our Swiss
Mr. Blobby wobbled and he bobbled and his

As I look back there is only one sad memory.
Lucy Dicker and her boyfriend Arnie Wilson
came to the Ball in order to do a write-up for
Arnie's skiing columns in Country Life and the
Financial Times. We were all charmed to meet
them and admired their remarkable achievement
of skiing every day for a year while they rounded
the world. This took them well off the beaten
track and into some very challenging territory.
Only a few weeks after the ball they were
negotiating a steep and icy couloir at Graves in
the French Alps when Lucy was knocked over by
a fall from above; she went down and suffered
dreadful injuries from which tragically, she failed
to survive. Having enjoyed their company so
much at the McMillan and the dance, it is
dreadfully sad to note this, and our thoughts go
out to Arnie.
Two trains had been scheduled for the return
to Wengen, but it seemed to me that almost
everyone had stayed on until 1.30 a.m. Even then
we were more than reluctant to leave and Paul
discovered party goers lingering in corners all
round the hotel. It was a good thing that the
Wengen Secretary's sweeping was so thorough
because, oh dear! What could the matter be?
Henry Lockhart (nearly) got stuck in the ...
marvelously old fashioned WC. Eventually the
Bellevue was vacated but not everyone went for
the train. Walter had his skis and the svelte Inga
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'showed some interest in skiing down with him.
'"""Not possible," said Walter.
"My destination is Grindelwald and anyhow,
my wife is going with me."
So reassuring, the Direktor's faith in the WAB.
The rest of us were on board but if technology
had not defeated token efforts by Max Davies to
uncouple one of the wagons or Sue Kent to find
an emergency handle, the evening might have
lasted longer still. The Club's 70th party was great
fun and it will seem far too long for many of us
if we have to waitfiveyears before having another
good evening at altitude with lots of DHO friends.

EYNONS LTD
Wishes
DHO members
an enjoyable
1995/96
season's skiing

Watford's Family
Department Store
wishes

DHO
a successful season
in Wengen
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D H O POEXRY
I know the academics among you will say that DHO Poetry is an oxymoron, but over the years I've
been the recipient of occasional pieces of verse with one theme in common-Wengen.
I can resist temptation no longer; here is an anthology of DHO poetry.
The first three poems were given to Jilly Le Coq's father by Bert Hollzer, pianist at the Belvedere
before the war. Jilly's father was DHO Edmunds who joined the Club in the thirties.
Tune: "I'm in Heaven"
Wengen, I'm in Wengen
and I have my stop-watch with me all the week
and I seem to find the happiness I seek
with the Standard-course to practise week by week.
Wengen, I'm in Wengen
and the cares that hang around me thro' the week
seem to vanish like a gambler's lucky streak
when I'm running down the Standard-course each week.
Oh I'd like to climb the Eiger
and to reach the highest peak
but it doesn't thrill me half as much
as the Standard-course each week.
Oh I love to go out skiing
on a wood-run with a sheik
and I might enjoy it twice as much
as the Standard-course each week.
Ski with me
I want the Bumps about me
not rumps about me
in clumps about me, in
Wengen, I'm in Wengen
and I run so fast, that I can hardly speak
and I seem to find the happiness I seek
when I'm trying for my Racing-class each week.
Tune: "Little Man you've had a Busy Day"
Little girl you're crazy
Going out with him
Can't you see the purpose in his face?
Mother should have warned you
Something rather beastly's taking place
There she goes a skiing
Down the bumpy Bumps
In the wood she has to slap his face
Little girl imagines
Something rather beastly's taking place
Back at last for cocktail
In the Belair Bar
Wonders if it's really quite alright
Don't you know your Wengen
Ain't you got no Ma?
You're running fearful risks tonight
Lots of drinks then midnight
Little girl has wined
Goes away to titivate her face
Tiny little hiccup
Something rather beastly's taken place.
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Tune: "Snow gets in your Eyes"
Snow gets in your "Flies"
I asked them how they knew
I was black and blue
they replied, askance, something on your pants
cannot just be chance
I said with face so sad
all who ski are mad
when a fall you've had
you must realise-snow gets in your flies.
So I brushed them and I gaily rushed
about the steep slopes so nice
yet I know my pants are wet with snow
I must have fallen twice.
Now standard chaps deride
marks I cannot hide.
So I smile and say
as I awkwardly rise
snow gets in my flies.

The next offering is from our Wengen Secretary, Paul Zvegintzov, and was submitted in 1994 when
we were all hoping that snow cannon would be installed.
Railway Cup 1994
Cannon or Cannot
There was a patch of fresh green grass
On which we landed on our (CENSORED)
but now technology has been
And given us the snow machine.
These come in different shapes and forms
Are seen in Wengen and Cairngorms,
But sad to say the Party Green
Has claimed the product quite obscene.
They argued that the snow's too hot
Or much too cold they know what,
But farmers say "There's nothing lost,
It saves the grass from late spring frost."
The cannons come but cannot go,
Because some say "Such noise, you know."
But who can hear the cannons roar
Four thousand metres from their door.
In Scheidegg there's a problem old
The water here is not so cold,
But cannons will not new snow mix
Until the air is minus six.
So Eggblatz has a swimming pool,
A reservoir to keep it cool,
But though it must have cost a price
Its always full of lumps of ice.
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Each week a conference they hold
In Bern or Zurich I've been told
To argue all the pros and cons
With those who do not want cannons.
So here we ski on rock and grass,
And once again upon our (CENSORED)
While idle cannons wait in store
For Berner Oberland Snow Law.
On the occasion of our 70th Anniversary we received by fax the following verse from Cloudesley
and Suzanne Marsham:
We find it a terrible blow
To miss fun with the great DHO
May the party go well
And you all ski like hell
As here it's uphill and no snow.
Encouraged by Peter Liddell, to whom the verse was addressed, we replied:
We missed you at the Race and the Dance
But thanks for your note in advance.
Though the Heavenly Bowl
Would have been your true goal
The Ashes could be your last chance.
The next set of verses comprise the clues for the Heinz Cup treasure hunt, held on the 29th December
1994. It was won by Frank and Josephine Philpot who solved the clues first.
To this cafe you ski,
On a piste you can see
To the east from the Laubers' chair top
Its views in its name
But the piste, it's a shame,
Black, Red or Blue it is not.
Now ski if you please,
To this hostel with ease,
I have fritters here all of the time.
At the end far from till,
Quite near window sill
Hangs a wood damacletian large sign.
Now you've found what is writ
Go down hill a bit,
And follow where Robert has run.
At the end of this track,
Before you head back,
There's a cafe with building half done.
There's a hut in the wood,
On a piste that is good,
When the mist on the Mannlichen rolls.
The ladies pass here,
"Mac" he shouted in fear,
As he leapt past this hut "save our souls."
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It sounds like a bird,
Which stands on one leg,
Most men, they do it on two.
On its door you will find,
That's if you're not blind,
And the hole in the stone has this due.
At the hunting restaurant,
On the walls back and front,
There are animals of mountain clime.
Name just two of these species,
Know that some of their faeces,
Are often referred to as lime.
Here's a mix of Scots/Swiss,
And will not go amiss,
It's a mountain, a valley combined.
The height of this station,
Of binary nation,
Is all you will here have to find.
From Grund head up hill,
On past Brandegg until,
On the avalanche tunnel you're closing.
There's an animal drawn,
Is it purple or fawn,
What colour has this artist chosen?
On your way down the mountain,
Past swimming pool fountain,
You come to a well known hotel.
Please note its true name,
to end this day's game,
We wish you this New Year full well.
Finally two offerings from Paul again, the McMillan Cup 1995 and the Swiss Connection, Railway
Cup 1995.
McMillan Cup '95
To celebrate the Club's first race
In early Feb this annual chase
Is run but not by faint of heart
The first downhill schemozzel start.
The classes in this trial of fear
Too numerous to mention here,
But same I will and give you cause
To join the prizewinners' applause.
The ladies group, once elegance,
Now crouch with purpose racing stance
Past man and boy till at the fore
With speed and grit as equals score.
The Jarvis Cup, the Forties race
And run by all at fearful pace
So many times the first so fast
Ex-British team and trainee past.
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The Bath Chair Set, still young at heart
Are difficult to hold at start
Their fifty years seem hard to guess
As bursting from schemozzePs mess.
The Stretcher Cup now there's no slouch
No lavatorial Arlberg crouch
Their decades number six and more
But speed and style is never poor.
The DHO is septuagen
Our life expects three score and ten
But some in age the Club outpace
The Heavenly Bowlers run their race.
Let's not forget The Ashes too
A gift last year from Bowlers who
Are soon to join this worthy group
The racers of our senior troop.
In final honour raise your glass
To those above you in age class
And if you younger be than all
Many many more McMillans call.
The Swiss Connection
Railway Cup 1995
To get from Grund to Aufden Wang
The journey now seems awful lang
But this dear friends does not surprise
As briefly here I will surmise.
You start at Grund three thirty one,
Your marathon has just begun
At Brandegg it is often late
Its been like this four years to date.
With luck at Scheidegg's station door
You're right on time, three fifty four
You've just one minute to change train
To take you down the hill again.
You rush in haste with sweat half blind
Alas as usual you will find
The train has just moved off, bad luck
Before you've even reached ski truck.
I oft complain this hapless chance
With gnashing teeth and song and dance
The station master, umbrage taken
Says that I must be mistaken.
He, pointing to my small fahr plan
Implying "What a stupid man"
Notes my correct interpretation
So points to chart on wall of station.
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Still finding I was not at fault
He took me to his cloistered vault
And there he showed his special chart
With secret timed railway abfahrt.
It seems the fifteen thirty one
On special jungfrau time is run
Arrives at four he did insist
Three fifty four does not exist.
So now we know this cunning plan
These trains don't run for beast or man
Nor times to suit us skiing scheisters
But solely for the Bahnhof meisters.
So now I say "Mein Gott in Himmel"
I'll just use the velogemmel.

Hotel Silberhorn
Das personlich gefuhrte Familienhotel
im Zentrum von Wengen

Restaurant

Silberhornstube

Die gepflegte Kuche fur jegliche Anspruche
Wengenet
Stubli
Raclette- und Fonduespezialitaten

Spirits Pub
Der beliebte Treffpunkt am Abend

Tiffany Disco
Fur alle jungen und junggebliebenen Gaste
Tel. 036 56 51 31 / Fax 036 55 22 44
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Obituary
G N S "MOUSE" CLEAVER, DFC
Mouse Cleaver died on 26th
December 1994 aged 84. He was
prominent on the international
racing circuit in the early
thirties, competing in the
Arlberg Kandahar (22nd),
European Championships (20th),
FIS Championships (19th),
Hahnenkamm (1st), and British
Championships (5th). He was
a member of the British team
in 1933 and was awarded the
SCGB Gold Racing Lion, the
DHO Gold Racing Arrow and
the Kandahar Diamond K.
With war clouds on the horizon
he joined the legendary 601 City
of London Squadron later serving
with Max Aitken during the
Battle of Britain. He was credited
with shooting down three enemy
aircraft before his own Hurricane
was shot down over Winchester
on 15th August 1940, leaving him
with severe facial injuries and temporary blindness. A long series of operations partially
restored his sight but he was unable to fly or drive a car again.
Mouse had married Pauline Hepworth-a step-daughter of Ros -in 1939 and they travelled
extensively after the war until Pauline's untimely death in 1955. At that time he usually
skied in St. Anton returning to Wengen for an annual spring fixture on the glaciers with
Max Aitken, Chris Macintosh and Willi Steuri. His skiing days came to a premature end
when, in poor light, he failed to see that a slight bump was in fact something considerably
more solid and he broke his ankle so badly that he was unable to ski on it again.
Thereafter he lived in Paris, returning to London towards the end of his life. Mouse
would have been immensely proud that amongst the congregation at his funeral was Sir
Hugh Dundas, a former Commander of his squadron, arriving appropriately in a car bearing
the number plate RAF 601.
REHE.
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Tel: 01932 868467
SV GASKELL, Betchton Hall, Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 0TS
Tel: 01477 500350
Miss EM BOWYER, 92 Valiant House, Vicarage Crescent, London, SW11 3LX
Tel: 0171 223 0263
Committee

Miss S Grant (1993) Mrs J Armstrong (1993) Mrs AS Hollington (1993) Dr AJ Rigby (1994) Mrs S Robinson (1994) Mrs
OI Gordon (1994) RM Davies (1994) Miss G Handley (1994) Dr H Alban Davies (1995) RC Berry (1995)
DHO Representative in Scotland:

R Handley, Earnock, 7 Boswell Road, Edinburgh
Sub-Committees

FINANCE:
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS:
RACING:
TOURING:

N Currie (Chairman), MC Garthwaite, TH Walduck, JDD Waghorn
PD Zvegintzov (Chairman), MJ Brunner
N Currie (Chairman), Miss I Christophersen, ED Lonie, M Brunner, R Berry,
M Wilkinson, Mrs S Robinson
J Webster, Mrs VM Hollington
Past Presidents and Vice-Presidents

1924-25
1925-26
1926-28
1928-29
1929-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-45
1945-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-53
1953-56
1956-57
1957-60
1960-64
1964-67

Presidents:
Vice-Presidents:
Major CJ White MC
KD Foster
Major SF Fisken MC
—
Major CJ White MC
—
Major CJ White MC
Flt.-Lt. HRD Waghorn
Flt.-Lt. HRD Waghorn
Capt. JC Davis
TRFox
CFS Taylor
Major CJ White MC
TRFox
Lt.-Cdr. RB Gossage RN
Capt. RAD Fullerton
KD Foster
Capt. RAD Fullerton
Capt. RAD Fullerton
KD Foster
Capt. RAD Fullerton
Major HW Hall MC
Major HW Hall MC
JW Richardson
Wartime Trustees: Capt. !RAD Fullerton, PM Hepworth, and G Paxton
Col.CJ Odling T D
—
KD Foster MBE
AHH Gilligan
KD Foster MBE
AA Jarvis
KD Foster MBE
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart.
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart.
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
KD Foster MBE
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
Mrs PM Hepworth
HS Walduck
Mrs PM Hepworth
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—
—
Capt. JC Davis
TRFox
Major CJ White MC
CFS Taylor
CE Gardner
Major CJ White MC
TRFox

—
—
—
AA Jarvis
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
The Hon.Max Aitken DSO DFC
Dr RM Mason
Dr RM Mason

Past Presidents and Vice-Presidents
1967-70
1970-73
1973-75
1975-76
1976-78
1978-80
1980-83
1983-86
1986-90
1991-94
1995-

HS Walduck
REH Edmonds
REH Edmonds
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
JDD Waghorn
JDD Waghorn
Mrs REH Edmonds
TH Walduck
TH Walduck

(Continued)

REH Edmonds
MO Gill
MO Gill
JN Paxton
J Latimer
J Latimer
J Latimer
J Latimer
P Benson Browning
J Latimer
N Currie

MO Gill
HP Gardner
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
J Latimer
JDD Waghorn
DKD Foster
P Benson Browning
TH Walduck

—
—

Central-Sport
Wengen

V INTER SPORT
Central-Sport, Viktor Gertsch, 3823 Wengen
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PROVISIONAL RACE PROGRAMME
Thursday 28th December
Thursday 11th January
Saturday 20th January
Sunday
21st January
Thursday 1st February
Thursday 8th February
Thursday 29th February
Thursday 14th March
Thursday 4th April

Heinz Cup
Polytechnic Cup
Lauberhorn Race
Lauberhorn Race
McMillan Cup
Andy Capp Race
Kurverein Krystal
Odling Cup
Easter Obstacle Race (Fancy Dress)

The following events have been provisionally arranged for dates as shown; they will be confirmed
in 1996:
To be announced
Railway Cup
Thursday 15th February
Jungfrau Jaunt (SCGB)
Thursday 22nd February
Viceroy's Cup (DHO/SCGB)
Thursday 7th March
Cova Cup (Falken Hotel)
To be announced
Toblerone Relays
Monday 22nd-Friday 26th January
Adult Race Training Week
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AGM will be held on Wednesday 5th June 1996 at the Imperial Hotel. Details will be issued
later to members.
DONATIONS 1995
Racing & Training
Derek Cook
Henry Lockhart
Hepworth Trust
Piers B.B. Trust
Kellet

General Fund
£2500
£50
£2347
£1000
£10

Alfred Devoltz
Henry Lockhart
Olivia Gordon
Anon.
Gilbert

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, DEATHS 1994/5
Marriage
Charles Orme to Sarah
Deceased Members
Lt Col. WA Turner (William)
Baroness van der Straten Waillet
MR Adams (Mike)
Herr Norbert Metschik
Basil Kaufman (1992/3)

SF 100
£10 per year
SF 210
SF 100
£25

SPRING SNOW SKIING
Wengen Area
2nd-16th March 1996
Spring Tour
27th April-4th May 1996
Meet Martiny Hotel du Sport
Area Cervinia
For further details please apply John Webster,
Six Oaks, Grove, Nr. Retford, Notts. DN22 0RJ
Telephone 01777 706108.
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New Members in 1995
/ have compiled a list of members who have joined during the last season. (For your information, anyone
joining since the last Journal's list of members was prepared is treated as having joined in 1995.) Most new
members shown are completely new to the DHO, but one or two have rejoined after periods of absence from
Wengen. To all of them, a big welcome. Our new or returning members are:
Axelrod, Mrs M (Martine)
Aylward, D (Daniel)
Aylward, MM (Martin)
Aylward, Mrs RM (Ruth)
Berry, N (Nicholas)
Berry, Mrs E (Tessa)
Boys, A (Andrew)
Burdett, BH (Brian)
Capel, NJ (Neil)
Capel, SR (Simon)
Chandler, Miss L (Lisa)
Chandler, M (Mark)
Chandler, Mrs V (Vanessa)
Davis, Dr AE (Anthony)
Davis, SKG (Simon)
Dean, A (Alex)
Dean, Mrs PB (Pauline)
Devey, A (Andrew)
Devey, M (Martin)
Fairchild, CS (Christopher)
Fairchild, LI (Laurence)
Fairchild, PB (Phillip)
Gertsch, Herr HP (Hans Peter)
Grieve, Miss F (Fiona)
Grimsey, Ms IMA (Inga)
Guinness, R (Richard)
Guinness, RC (Robert)
Guinness, SW (Samuel)
Hackett, DAL (David)
Hackett, Mrs JS (Jean)
Hall-Powell, DG (David)
Harrison, Sir M (Michael)
Hopker, Mrs VD (Veronica)

Jeffery, JH (Joseph)
Jeffries, Miss MAR (Megan)
Johnson, GD (Geoff)
Jones, Mrs VM (Veronica)

Prain, PJM (Philip)
Prain, Mrs SF (Susan)
Prentice, Miss HJ (Hetty)
Prentice, Mrs K (Katerina)

King, Miss EC (Ellen)
King, Miss LA (Laura)
King, Miss ME (Mollie)
King, Mrs SR (Susan)
Korab-Karpinski, Count M (Marek)
Kuruvila, RG (Reuben)

Rakusen, ML (Michael)
Richards, ME (Martin)
Roberts, Miss A (Amelia)

Lane, Dr CD (Charles)
Lane-Wheatley, A (Alexander)
Lane-Wheatley, Miss OR (Olivia)
Lanz, Herr P (Pierre)
Lawrence, DJF (David)
Long, E (Edward)
Long, G (George)
Macleod, Miss C (Catriona)
Macleod, Mrs E (Elaine)
Masaki, M (Michihiro)
McLucas, Mrs BA (Blyth)
McLucas, Miss CCB (Camilla)
McLucas, JTW (James)
McLucas, WP (William)
Mills, R (Robert)
Munt, MPR (Marcus)
Murrell, JL (John)
Orme, Mrs SA (Sarah)
Palmer, MJ (Michael)
Peek, H (Harry)
Peek, I (Ian)
Powell, JGH Qeremy)
Powell, Miss TC (Tanya)

The Round Table in the Eiger Hotel still flourishes.
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Shirley, Miss J (Jemma)
Simpson, Mrs J (Jean)
Simpson, Dr N (Nick)
Springman, Mrs C (Caroline)
Staniszewski, RZ (Richard)
Stevens, RJ (Richard)
Stevens, R (Robin)
Swan, Miss H (Hannah)
Swan, Miss L (Louise)
Thompson, Mrs RM (Robina)
Thursfield, JH (John)
Thursfield, T H (Timothy)
Walker, CWM (Christopher)
Walker, Miss JKM (Johanna)
Walker, Mrs MPK (Mirja)
Walker, SAM (Sebastian)
Waterhouse, Miss SA (Sarah)
Waterhouse, T H (Thomas)
Watson, Mrs EE (Elizabeth)
Watson, Miss H (Hannah)
Watson, Mrs P (Penny)
Wheadey, Dr CM-J (Carmen)

Mike Brunner
Hon Membership Secretary

SPECIAL OFFER
Sally Ferries are the sponsors of the BARSC Championships which
are to be held in Radstadt, Austria, from 2nd -6th January 1996.
BARSC (British Alpine Racing Ski Clubs) is the British Ski
Federation member group to which the DHO belongs.
BARSC has negotiated a very special price with Sally Ferries which
we ask our members to use in order to help Sally Ferries continue
supporting us.
Period of Offer:

1st September 1995 -30th April 1996

Route:

Ramsgate to Dunkirk or Ostend

Return Fare:

Car-inc. up to 5 persons
Minibus-(up to 6m) inc. 12 persons

Booking:

Telephone: 01333 360250
Fax: 01333 360715
Address:
BARSC, Strathairly, Upper Largo,
Leven, Fife KY8 6ED

Details required

Make of vehicle and year of manufacture
Registration number
Number of persons travelling
Length of vehicle
Height and width of vehicle-minibus only
Name and address of person to whom ticket issued

£83.00
£100.00

Gillian Hutchison will take your booking, confirm by fax to Sally Ferries and on
receipt of a booking number, will issue a ticket. This will be forwarded to the person
responsible for the booking once a UK cheque has been received and cleared through
the bank.
This offer is not available direct from Sally Ferries.
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AWARDS 1995
Racing Arrows
Gold (GA)
Oliver Hall
Bronze (BA)
Sebastian Walker
Abigail Gregory
Brett Lyons
Keren Crouch
Alexander Alcott
Adrian Smith
Nigel Moore
Max Davies
Edward Kilwick
Club Awards
Gold (G)
Roland Hirni

Silver (S)
Maree Zvegintzov
Mike Brunner
Rosli Lancaster
John Mathews
Sue Ryan
Jenny Alban Davies
Keith Room
Amendments
Gold Racing Arrow (GA; also GL)
Shaw Stewart, Mrs. VJD
McCarthy (nee Ireland), Mrs. SJM
Silver Racing Arrow (SA: also SL)
Ireland, RIA
Club Silver Award (S)
Drew Lt. Col. ASG

Ski & Snowboard Schule
^
Wengen
Your PARTNER in
private ski, snowboard + telemark lessons
Chalet Chez Beatrice, Dortstrasse,
CH-3823 WENGEN
Tel./Fax : 036/55 29 39 and tel : 036/55 19 90
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OH DEAR,
WHAT A LOVELY SCHUSSFART
(An article from the Swiss Financial Times of 3rd February 1995)
One of the oldest ski clubs in the Alps is the
"Downhill Only" (DHO). It is situated in
Wengen, a holiday resort in the Bernese Oberland.
The Club was not founded by young
enthusiastic locals but by rich English holiday
makers to do something against their boredom.
Ringing laughter coming from the far corner of
the crowded mountain restaurant "Wengernalp".
Twelve English people were sitting around a big
round table. To celebrate the day in style they are
wearing red hats with pom poms. Being on
holiday is a good enough reason to be cheerful.
They are exchanging small presents and crackers
and falling into raptures about the past and the
coming ski days.
They are all very familiar with the surroundings
of the Bernese Oberland, as they are the veterans
of the DHO and spent every winter holiday here
in Wengen.
One woman reveals a traditional Christmas
cake, she brought with her from home, which is
cause for big cheers.
"To have fun" is still the basic idea of the Club
founded by English ski pioneers seventy years
ago.
The Bernese Oberland have to thank this "in
love with life" Britain because it was them who
brought the sport to Wengen and Murren and
made it popular through their crazy ski races.
At the beginning of February 1925 a group of
young Britons were on a "pub-crawl" through the
bars of Wengen. They were holiday guests from
the neighbouring village Murren on the other side
of the valley and were looking for competitive
opponents for a good ski race.
This group founded a year ago their "Kandahar
Club" in Murren, the world-wide ski club for
descents and slalom ski races. Now they were
looking through the pubs of their "rival" ski
village for fellow countrymen and women with
similar interest to start up a mass schuss.
A Wengen group was quickly recruited. The
race at the next morning was obviously won by
the Kandahar Club who were well adjusted to
work with each other.
The guests from Wengen were not willing to
accept their defeat and were getting together at
lunchtime to discuss their "handicap". They got
to the result that a real team identification was
missing.
That gave them the idea to found a club
themselves. A name was found very quickly
"Downhill Only" because it is possible to ski the

lazy way in Wengen due to the mountain railway
to the "Kleine Scheidegg," the only one that
operates right through the winter. It was opened
up in 1893 and switched over to electricity in
1910.
For the afternoon session of the race the
Wengen guests were all wearing their quickly
designed club badges on their jackets. And it
made the difference!!! They were catching up on
the Kandahar Club and it took another two years,
in 1927, before they were strong enough to beat
them.
Nevertheless they all had a good reason to
celebrate in big style their foundation of the DHO
Club on 7 February 1925 at the Palace Hotel,
Wengen.
The Club survived all these years after its rather
adventurous start. It has about 2000 members
today and will celebrate this week their 70th
anniversary with 140 persons at a great gala dinner.
In all these years the Club went through a lot
of changes. The membership fee of 40 Frs per year
makes it possible for everyone to join the Club and
not only the wealthy people.
Gone are the times when the English paper
"Tatler" was sending every winter season a
reporter down to Wengen to write regularly about
all the high society members of the DHO.
Today Paul Zvegintzov, the Scotsman born in
Russia, is the Secretary and looks after the Club
members from December to April. You can find
him between 5 o'clock and 6 o'clock in the
afternoon at the venerable Clubhouse near to the
railway which they share with another club, the
Curling Club.
Here he looks after the new arrivals, advises
them on forthcoming events, organises weekly
Club ski races and daily ski tours which he
accompanies.
Ski races are still the main events for DHO. But
it is not taken too seriously. The emphasis lays
more on having fun than on winning. They make
up funny race tracks. It could happen that the
track suddenly ends in a dead end or the winner
of the competition will be the slowest or the
seventh fastest. Or the competitors will be
challenged after they crossed the finishing line to
hit a golf ball as far as possible in order to claim
victory.
They have challenge cups for all sorts of events
and age groups. The age group 0-40 years are
battling for the McMillan Trophy, named after
a pilot from the first world war.
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Some trophies for the elderly have rather
obscure names like you would only expect a
British brain to come up with something like this.
You find the Coffin Trophy for the over 60's, the
Heaven Trophy for the over 70's and last but not
least the Urn Trophy for the over 80's. This year
two people are competing for this trophy that
apparently holds the ashes of a historic ski and
not its users as it is explained in the Club
brochure.
Even so the Club wants to entertain their guests
and give them a fun time, they also look after
English school children to give them the chance
to use the facilities for serious ski training. And
they do it with a lot of success as English skiers

have started their career often enough with a
DHO training programme.
The DHO Clubhouse is getting really busy.
One family just arrived and wants information on
events over the next couple of days. A few
members popped in after their ski tour and DHO
man Paul Zvegintzov gets out some white wine
and mineral water and then carries on with the
organisation of the anniversary celebrations.
In Wengen they have an international event
called the Lauberhorn Rennen. This stands also
in connection with the DHO, Ernst Gertsch
founded this event in 1930 to give the local youth
some incentive and training to become as good as
or one day even better than the members of DHO.

BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
i Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA Tel 0171-370 1256/7/8
Fax No: 0171-370 2251

Max Davies
and the Staff at
Brechin Management Limited
wish the
DHO and Wengen
an Excellent Season in their 71st Year
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HOTEL DESTAUDANT

CAPDICE
new, r u s t i c
comfortable
at the end from the downhill
near the rai luiay-stat ion

bar
restaurant
tea-room
sunny-terrace
superb views
chalet-style hotel
spacious rooms and balcony south-facing
rooms uilth galleries enabling families and friends
all rooms equipped with iv, radio, direct-dial telephone,
minlbar, save and hair-dryer;
some bathrooms have whirlpool

sauna; soft-steam-,, herbal-baths
fltnessi solarium; massaga
for all guests from Vengen
Hedy Graf; Hotel Caprice
tel 036/ 55 41 41
fax 036/ 55 41 44
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DIY WAXING 1945 STYLE - CORTINA d'AMPEZZO
By Michael Severne
"You're due for a week's leave. Do you want to
take PYTHON or LILOP?" (In 1945 PYTHON
was the military code name for Home leave back
in the UK whilst LILOP was the acronym for
local (leave) in lieu of Python).
The choice was not difficult, so in early
December 1945, I found myself in Cortina
d'Ampezzo, if only for the opportunity of getting
some free skiing in a new area, other than
Wengen, which up to the beginning of the war
had been my nursery, under the eye of Tom Fox
et al.
Arriving at Cortina, Peter Aitchison (killed in
a climbing accident the following year) found me
at the reporting-in desk of the Cristallo Hotel,
spotted my DHO badge and said "Thank God for
another skier, you had better meet Percy Legard,
he's the Colonel i/c PT and Sports, and see if you
can get yourself transferred. We need some help
up here." Such was the welcome and introduction
to '55 Rest Camp'.
Percy Legard turned out to be a proverbial
wizard at getting things fixed and I was back again
in short order. He, it was, who managed to obtain
1000 pairs of ski from the abortive Norway
invasion, (all ash, no edges and as primitive as the
first ski invented), but just as important was the
wherewithal to provide wax.
In 1945 there was no wax, but wax was what
we required. "Right" said Percy, "we'll make our
own."
The recipe was a bit of a mystery to me but to
Percy it was plain sailing. "Basis" said Peter,

"Stockholm tar, where do we get that?""Navy" replied Percy, "they use it for ropes."
The other ingredients were more tricky, but
by a process of a little lateral thinking, worthy
of Edward de Bono, Percy dreamed up the
possibility of obtaining Beeswax from the remount depot, who would use it for the hooves of
the mules that brought ammunition, food and fuel
up into the mountains. Next on the list was
shellac. A signal to the Secretariat Div of Army
HQ at Caserta, confirmed that they could oblige.
We were in business. We requisitioned the largest
cooking pots in the hotel kitchen, plus most of
the soap dishes as moulds. In went so much
Stockholm tar and an aliquot of Beeswax and
shellac and after half an hour came the evocative
and acceptable smell of black wax, which was duly
ladled into the soap dishes and laid out in serried
ranks in the snow. Parafin wax, came obviously
from boxes of candles.
With a changeover of 1000 personnel per week,
of whom some 650 wished to try their fortunes
on ski, it required a considerable effort on the part
of the 80 odd local "guides" who had the
uneviable business of blow-torching the wax into
the soles of the ash skis.
The only thing I deliberately imported from the
DHO was the schemozzle start, over a distance
of 600 yards, by a selected number (100 -150) of
five day skiers, down Pocol, of necessity, a very
gentle and wide open slope. The verdict, more
enthusiasm than finishers, but oh! the effect!

THE ARTS & CRAFTS CENTRE
Handprinted Sweatshirts • T-Shirts • Gifts
Handmade Leather
We are located next door to SINA's PUB
Simon & Sina

Tel. 55 44 05
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RACING AND TRAINING 1995
By Ingie Christophersen
It is a boring task to write the annual racing and
training report and I'm sure equally boring for
you to read-if you read it at all. Rehearsal of
weather, resorts and results, a few unfunny
anecdotes, a few names mentioned. There is
infinitely more to our training sessions and the
varied individualities of our 45 or so DHO
trainees.
We had an excellent winter. The Club and its
trainees shone and sparkled as usual, we had
plenty of children on the Children's Team, the
English Squad and now can add Oily Hall to our
home grown trainees who have made the British
Team. Well done Oily-your dedication and
singlemindedness has got you where we always
knew you would get.
Enough about 1995. Now a quick look back
and then on to the future. The DHO was founded
in 1925 and race training as we know it now
first started in 1952. Ros Hepworth was the
prime motor. She was a one-man band, a dictator
and her tiny frame belied her stamina and
persuasiveness. She rushed around the Alps in her
tiny mini-van, coaxing, cajoling and charming all
in her way. Her house in Chelsea was bursting at
the seams with had-been or would-be skiers. She
had the great advantage of being deaf and if she
didn't like what you said would choose to ignore
it. "Don't talk to me, I'll talk to you!" She spent
all her money on the training and the trainees and
got an MBE for her hard work. She should have
been crowned Queen of the Alps.
I learnt two things from Ros; to look after each
child and think of them as individuals, and to be
innovative.
Nothing has changed and yet everything has.
Everyone and everything is now professional and
qualified, tied up and contracted. But we still love
and nurture each child, look after and advise them
far beyond the limits of the training sessions. All
the DHO trainees who go to school abroad, in
Austria, Norway and America, have joined
through letters written to headmasters and

assessment forms filled in.
How does DHO training benefit the children?
They learn to ski, respect the mountains, and be
wary of the weather. They travel and broaden
their horizons, learn about foreign custom and
currency, about glaciers, V-shaped and U-shaped
valleys, and they make friends abroad. But far and
above all that they learn to be tolerant, to adapt,
to compromise. They learn the priceless feeling
of satisfaction after a good deed done-and
unspoken kindness, a listening ear, something
shared. Our world does not always give us these
opportunities and so we never know what we are
missing. Good qualities need to be utilised and
practised and how privileged the DHO trainees
are to be given the chance of doing just that.
DHO Training is thus about more than buying
a mere product. Results and cost are all important,
but so are all the lovely qualities that go into
making the training sessions so special.
Ros had a battered old typewriter and a minivan. She had a network of friends throughout the
Alps who supplied her with the best trainers,
advice on resorts and countless and priceless
favours and services to enable her to run the best
junior training. I have an electric typewriter, a
wonderfully helpful committee, a telephone, a fax
and an answering machine and a network of
friends throughout the Alps who supply me with
the best trainers, advice on resorts and countless
and priceless favours and services to enable me
to run the best junior training.
The alpha and omega of the training is to
produce the very best skiers we can. Along the
way the trainees will pick up all the Club has to
offer of sportsmanship, integrity, the chance to
become responsible people. We are buffeted about
by the winds of change and envy, but like ideas,
good qualities cannot die, and if we continue to
treat all our trainees as individuals, are innovative
and provide the best training possible, then we
shall continue as we have started.
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SCHEIDEGG IN THE THIRTIES
By the Editor

Maggie Miller sent me an old brochure for the
Hotel Des Alpes, Scheidegg.
The brochure is clearly pre-1939 but it manages
to give a magical snapshot of Scheidegg without
a date or even any talk of money. Konzett owns
the shop and the hotel is shown as the Kurhaus
Bellevue.
The skis are long and of course wooden and
skiers appear to be practising the telemark. The
baskets on the ski-sticks are much as I remember
them in 1948.
The fashions seem to me to be 1930s; the long
ski trouser secured with a buckle at the ankle or
the plus fours with socks and gaiters. Above this

skiers wore tweed jackets, golfing jackets or
pullovers. The ubiquitous blue cap with let down
ear protectors, still worn by the older men of
Wengen, was popular.
The only uphill transport was by railway; the
very clear maps show no lifts or seilbahns and runs
from Mannlichen were reached by the winter
path.
Most of the runs would be familiar today,
however the most notable exceptions include a
routine reference to the spring run from Eismeer
to Grindelwald and what appears to be White
Hare from Eigergletscher to Alpiglen. One of the
runs from Mannlichen ends firmly at Schwendi.
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DHO COGGINS CHRISTMAS TRAINING
by Gemma Handley
What is that old adage?' 'When the going gets tough, the Coggins get going!'' Well, something like that!
This is exactly what the Coggins had to do at
Christmas, as the snow conditions were very poor.
However, when we did finally find snow we had
some great training, practising our technique both
in free skiing and through poles. The 'Gladiators
Game' was very popular, this involved pelting
each other with snow balls while skiing at speed
(but in control!) down the slope, the Gladiators
were usually the winners!
We had a highly successful fun race just before
New Year. The Coggins were racing through
slalom poles, jumping over obstacles, while trying
to dodge the balloons and snow balls, that the gate
keepers were throwing at them!
A fancy dress party followed, with some of the
best costumes I have ever seen. The Coggins ate

Philip Murrow won the fancy dress competition.
By the end the DHO hut looked as though a bomb
had hit it!

Christmas Coggins Fancy Dress Party

I have now retired from managing the Coggins
after two years, this is due to my career in the
travel industry. Steven Davies will be taking over
the Christmas 1995/96 Training. He has been a
member of the DHO for many years, and has been
a great help with the Coggins throughout this
year. If you have any questions regarding the
Coggins please do not hesitate to contact him.
Stephen Davies
The Old Vicarage
East Dean
Chichester
West Sussex
Tel: 01243 811 377
P018 OJG
Fax: 01243 811 488

Christmas Coggins Fancy Dress Party

lots of sweeties and cakes and danced until they
were all exhausted. The prize giving for the race
was held and the winners cups were presented.

Christmas Coggins Fancy Dress Party
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DHO Coggins-Easter 1995
By Stephen Davies
After the unnervingly sedated Christmas period,
embarking on the Easter holidays was something
I had to approach with a great deal of optimism.
The weather was on my side, with blue skies and
fresh snow allowing skiing right down to the
village, providing you didn't leave it so late that
you had to plough through slurry in the afternoon
heat - a easy recipe for tantrums as skiing parents
will know!
Unfortunately it was a matter of dates which
were to be against us this time-an informative
lecture by our Chaplain solved the query but not

the problem to the late Easter, giving us staggered
school holidays, leaving us less kids spread over
a longer period.
We did, however, make the train in the
mornings with a handful of loyal members eagerly
picking up pace and style, as we set tracks from
Mannlichen to Grindlewald and Scheidegg back
to Wengen, taking full advantage of the excellent
conditions, and the small numbers of the group
allowing a greater speed to be set and enormous
improvements in skiing ability.
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HEY KIPS
Want to have Fun ??

Come and ski with the
COVINS this CHRISTMAS
£- have Serious Fun!
For English speaking children aged 6-Uyrs
holidaying in Wengen
Bronze standard or above

If you are interested or want to know more see:
STEPHEN DAVIES
in the PHO hut: evenings 5-6pm (by Alpia Sports)
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This article was printed in
the New York Financial Times

WENGEN
By Eric Weinberger
An Ogre, a Monk and a Virgin - however unlikely
a trio, the three great ascending peaks of central
Switzerland stand guard over the snow fields of
Wengen and Grindelwald, the chief ski stations
of the Bernese Oberland high above the sedate
resort of Interlaken. Wengen which has only
about 1,050 permanent residents is much the
smaller and prettier of the two villages, made all
the more pleasant by the absence of cars. It was
there I chose to go for a busman's holiday in the
first week of March: after six weeks of working
in a children's ski camp, I wanted to ski for
myself.
It was in Wengen, under the Eiger, the Monch
and the Jungfrau, that British gentlemen
sportsmen popularized skiing as recreation after
World War 1. Here, a rack railway built for
summer tourists was used for the first time in the
winter of 1910 to take skiers up the mountain;
previously they had had to walk, or climb. Hence
the origins of the Downhill Only Club - "Unlike
other places, we had the railway to bring us back
up, explains a longtime member - founded in 1925
and still a British institution in Wengen, where
it shares a clubhouse with the equally British,
Wengen Curling Club. (The British influence
remains strong in Wengen, even though Brits
make up only a quarter of the visitors these days.)
The little railway, now in its 101st year, still
survives, and visitors to the town, skiers and
nonskiers alike, depend on it. Cars are left behind
in the valley at Lauterbrunnen, about 10 miles
from Interlaken; tourists and their luggage go up
by rail, to be met at Wengen station (at 4,180 feet)
by electric carts and taxis sent from the hotels.
The railway continues upward from the station,
ascending 2,580 feet over 25 minutes to Kleine
Scheidegg, perched on a ledge between the
Lauterbrunnen and Grindelwald Valleys. Here
Wengen's skiing begins, below the frozen chunks
of the Eiger Glacier, which spills out between the
Monch and the Eiger: cold and pale and dazzling
blue, lightly sprinkled with snow like powdered
sugar. Looming farther over Kleine Scheidegg is
the 13,036-foot peak of the Eiger itself.
Kleine Scheidegg is a tiny outpost with hotels,
restaurants, its own ski school and several open
air food stands that sell sausages and champagne.
Around the railway it is like a city at rush hour,
with hundreds of people trailing skis and poles,
walkers and their dogs, and the elderly and infirm,

those who have given up skiing but not the
mountains. Wengen shares most of its skiing with
Grindelwald - Wengen facing west from Kleine
Scheidegg, Grindelwald (at 3400 feet, somewhat
lower than Wengen) east, at the foot of a series
of long blue (easy) and red (intermediate) runs that
begin above the tree line, then descend past
farmhouses and abandoned shacks into the woods,
through summer pastures to the satellite of Grund
by Grindelwald. The long blue run by way of
Brandegg is particularly easy and scenic - once in
the woods switchbacks turn the skier away from
and then toward the Eiger, providing a giddy
perspective of its tremendous north face, one of
Europe's most dangerous climbing surfaces,
standing almost directly above.
From Kleine Scheidegg skiers can fan out to a
number of pistes served by lifts: on the Wengen
side, the Lauberhorn, Wixi and Fallboden chairs;
or Honegg, Gummi and Tschuggen toward
Mannlichen, facing Grindelwald but directly
accessible from Wengen by cable car. The skiing
here is entirely on pistes designated red and
consists mostly of long wide cruising runs above
the woods. With no trees or other obstacles, the
skier is free to range far and wide, away from the
groomed trails and toward bumps, the occasional
short steeps or narrow gullies, the untracked,
often unseen snow off to the side of the trail
markers. Better skiers looking for a challenge
should consider Fallboden, where I found good
skiing pursuing unmarked variants of the reds that
follow the chairlift down. From the top, a hike
under the railway bridge and a brief schuss to the
Salzegg T-bar proved best; here, in the concave
shelter of the Eiger's wall the snow keeps
especially well, and even better than the marked
Punchball run was the off-piste on the left of the
tow: practically a piste except where you have to
go under a warning rope to get to it. On that day
I judged it safe from avalanche - it isn't always
so, particularly after heavy snowfall, and skiers
venturing off-piste do so always at their own risk.
Also at the top of Salzegg is the jumping-off point
for Black Rock, a nice run mistakenly labelled
black (or expert), following the Jungfrau before
bending around and under the eponymous black
rock to join the trail to Fallboden and Wixi.
On the Lauberhorn chair, heading toward the
great protruding wedge of the same name (and the
starting point for Wengen's celebrated World Cup
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downhill), I enjoyed a lucky coincidence, sharing
a ride with John Waghorn, a former president of
the Downhill Only Club on his annual ski holiday.
Mr. Waghorn, a retired engineer from England's
Midlands, has been visiting Wengen since 1959,
staying each time at the Hotel Eiger, like his father
before him; the elder Waghorn a former president
of the DHO, was a famous pilot who was killed
in a plane crash in 1931.
The DHO (like the Kandahar, its counterpart
in nearby Miirren) gets a fair bit of ribbing these
days, its members made out to be a collection of
Colonel Blimps, old Tories gathering year after
year - some for their 30th or 40th season - in the
same small Swiss resort for cocktails and
reminiscence; but the organisation is seriously
involved in training British racers, children
especially. Then there are the races for its own
members, certainly the most eccentric in the Alps:
the McMillan Cup, run in the first week of every
February, in which everyone starts at once; and
the Railway Cup in mid- to late March, whose
rules change each year. Paul Zvegintzov, the
Wengen club secretary, describes the Railway Cup
as "some form of ski race, in which competitors
might have to stop halfway down and answer
questions, drink schnapps or empty their pockets,
2 points for a pen, an extra 10 for a whisky flask,
that sort of thing."
On my fourth day, I made the 45 minute rail
trip across the valley to Miirren, even smaller and
more peaceful than Wengen, also car-free. Murren
is more thoroughly British in its traditions than
Wengen, largely because of the Lunn family:
Henry, who, as a travel agent, began bringing over
gentlemen travellers in the years before World
War I; his son, Arnold, a pioneer of modern
racing and said to be the inventor of the slalom,
and Arnold's son Peter, a writer and retired civil
servant now in his 80th year. Peter Lunn assured
me he still skis every day of the season (generally
from December through April), "on principle"
adding, "If you're here for the whole winter, it's
too easy to skip a day?" He once skied 147 straight
days and often returns from his home in England
in summer if he hears the snow is good.
Miirren's British ski club, the Kandahar, was
founded in 1924, and so is older than the DHO.
In fact, it claims to be the oldest downhill racing
club in the world. The skiing here is remarkable
for an area that on paper appears so small - just
a handful of lifts and only about 25 miles of piste.
Essentially it is one very long, hugely demanding
run from the summit of the Schilthorn, Piz Gloria,
back to the village, a run made famous by George
Lazenby as James Bond, fleeing the henchmen of
Telly Savalas in "On Her Majesty's Secret
Service." Inside the revolving restaurant at the

top, the Bond connection is played to the hilt,
with "007" on the napkins and windows, but Piz
Gloria is nevertheless spectacular, its views allencompassing, taking in virtually the entire
Bernese Oberland, from the high Alpine wall
stretching around the South to the north toward
Lake Thun and beyond it the flattening plain to
Bern and rising dimly in the west, the Jura. The
southern views are extreme, indeed severe - a
panorama of mountains uninhabited, unmarked,
virtually unreachable, the Alps at their most pure.
From the Schilthorn one skis off a tight, windy
precipice, usually bumpy, mercifully short, onto
a run widening gently into a long easy ramp to
the Engetal Bowl. Once in the Engetal the skier
can stay for a while, sampling some short
challenging runs served by three lifts. Eventually,
however, one must go down (the lift pass does not
include descent on the Schilthorn cable car),
which means tackling the difficult Kanonenrohr,
or Gunbarrel, rocky and narrow and usually
blocked with anxious intermediates. True to its
name, the Kanonenrohr squeezes one out with a
bang, to a skied-out chute, shaded and icy with
snow pushed up against the edges, a difficult
stretch of netted hairpins and half-slopes carrying
around on a ridge to the Allmendhubel, a wooded
knob above town, and safety. From the
Allmendhubel, one can ski off on either side to
gentler snow fields served by widely spaced tows:
the Schiltgrat and Maulerhubel.
The Maulerhubel's name came from Sir Arnold
Lunn, founder of the Kandahar: evenings after
skiing he would ascend the hill with friends and
drink Swiss Mauler champagne. Before he died
in 1974, he requested that has ashes be scattered
in Murren, and it was to the Maulerhubel that his
son Peter went to perform the rite. Peter Lunn
himself hopes to race next year in Miirren's
anything goes downhill, the Inferno, scheduled
for mid-January, for the first time in six years,
"I'll be 80, and with my son and grandson there'll
be three generations of our family in the race."
I skied six days in Wengen and its environs, and
only on my last day, a sunny, warm Saturday the heralding of spring - did I suffer long lift lines,
and then only at Mannlichen. Wengen and
Grindelwald are big enough, as ski areas, to
accommodate everyone, even in high season and
on weekends, when the day trippers from
Interlaken and Bern come out. In the afternoons,
Wengen's main street - really its only street - was
always choked with pedestrians in ski boots, and
the resort took on the air of market day, with
people doing their shopping popping in and out
of bakeries, ski equipment stores, grocery and
postcard shops, the bank and the post office; and
cafes, of which I found the Tanne convivial. But
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by evening all was quiet again, and one could walk
alone in the streets, around the great meadow in
the centre of town contemplating the still, almost
rustic beauty ofthe village and its mountains. On
one of my evenings I met the Rev Robert Watson,
who was serving as the chaplain of the English
church in Wengen. He told me about the origins
of his parish: "When the British went abroad,

they liked to take their chaplain with them and
build a church." Admittedly something of an
anachronism now, as Wengen has changed and
the congregation has diminished, Mr. Watson
holds doggedly to his sense of mission, "The
chaplaincy is worthwhile," he said, "Everything
here shouts at you that there is a God."
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This article is a reprint
from a pre-war Journal and
was sent to us by Ken Fletcher

The Downhill Only Club.
By KD Foster
A lowly origin is supportable when we are
separated from it by a decent interval of time and
a reasonable record of success, so that we may
perhaps admit now that the DHO had its origin
in a cocktail bar.
In February 1925, the Kandahar issued a
challenge to Wengen and CJ White managed to
raise a team by taking what amounted to a Pressgang round the bars of Wengen, choosing a time
when many people are apt to be a little
lighthearted about the plans they may make for
the morrow. The names of those who so
thoughtlessly accepted the responsibility of being
the first British team to represent Wengen were
CJ White, Barry Caulfield, Donald Dalrymple,
DS Stoneham and KD Foster, with SF Fisken as
reserve.
Came the dawn, and with it the Kandahar team,
led by Duncan Harvey. Being still in the rather
aggressive stage of their evolution they were
covered with " K " emblems and were
accompanied by what appeared to be a highlyorganised Service Department fully equipped with
spare parts and with all sorts of aids to ski-ing.
These outward signs of efficient organisation did
nothing to raise the spirits of the Wengen team,
many of whom were already doubting the wisdom
of their overnight decision and the strict accuracy
of CJ White's description of the event as an
informal little outing in which a good time would
be had by all.
The Kandahar opened with a brisk suggestion
that the event should consist of a Slalom and a
Straight Race. To this the Wengen team agreed,
concealing the fact that most of them had not the
slightest idea what a slalom might be. They learnt
all about it in the course of the morning, at the
expense of a defeat of 20 points to 5.
During the lunch interval KD Foster thought
that something should be done to remove the
inferiority complex induced by the morning's
defeat and by the glittering display of " K "
badges, so he sketched a supply of paper badges
which showed a figure ski-ing in a rather
constipated position on the top of the initials
"DHO" - an abbreviation for "Downhill Only",
which was a catchword coined by SF Fisken
to indicate his preference for railwaymountaineering. Whether the redundant " H "
was put in for the sake of euphony or from a

constitutional inability to spell has never
transpired.
These badges were well received bythe Wengen
team, who wore them pinned on their hats when
they went up for the Straight Race in the
afternoon. The effect on the Kandahar was much
the same as that of a stranger at a regimental
dinner who is wearing a miniature no one can
identify.
Wengen did a little better in the Straight Race
(possibly from a determination not to let their
badges down) as they were only defeated by 10.5
to 13.5 points, and managed to get the second and
third places, as well as tying for the fourth. The
final result - a defeat for Wengen by 33.5 points
to 15.5 points - sufficed to show Wengen that the
Kandahar were very much better skiers and also
had the advantage of training and organisation for
racing.
The idea of serious racing was an entirely novel
one in Wengen at that time, as ski races had been
regarded as being merely another attraction
organised by the Kurverein, like ice gymkhanas.
When the team looked back on their day they
found - greatly to their surprise - that they had
actually enjoyed racing, and the performance of the
Kandahar made them realise that, in the words
of the advertisement, "It's not only nice, but it's
good for you!"
These reflections had their result in a dinner
held at the Palace Hotel the following night
(Saturday, February 7th, 1925), when it was
decided that the paper "DHO" badges should
assume a permanent form as the badge of a
Wengen Ski Club whose main object should be
to avenge the defeat suffered the previous day.
The team elected themselves as the first
committee, under the presidency of CJ White, and
co-opted Vivian Caulfield and Herr Borter as
additional members. This gave a committee of
eight, rather overbalancing the five original
members, who were CJ Odling, Miss Kitty
Dobbs, Miss Joyce Foster, N Byam- Grounds and
Othmar Gurtner. The Club had no entrance fee,
no subscription and no idea beyond trying to win
back the Bernese Oberland Challenge Cup from
the Kandahar.
The same team, except for Stoneham, whose
place was taken by IR Fox, made the attempt the
following year, but were not successful. The
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Kandahar put in a very strong team, including
Joannides, Bracken and d'Egville. Later in the
same season, however, the DHO had the
satisfaction of inflicting on the Kandahar the first
defeat that they had suffered at the hands of a
British team, by winning from them the Wengen
Ski Team Cup (later known as the Dalrymple
Trophy) by a comfortable margin of 31 points to
22. It must be admitted that the DHO had several
points in their favour; they were racing on their
own ground and, just before the start of the
Straight Race, one of those thick woolly mists
rolled up as far as the chalet on the Bumps.
Although several members of the Kandahar team
had never been over the course before, they very
sportingly declined to cancel the fixture, and so
the DHO did their best to supply a compass
course to Inner Wengen and navigating
instructions for the journey. Unfortunately they
did not, it seems, lay sufficient stress on the
deviation necessary to get round the trees above
Slip Cartilage Corner, with the result that several
of the Kandahar team plunged suddenly into the
woods on the right of the Bumps and embarked
on some pretty difficult wood running. This
unfortunate occurrence was levelled up to a certain
extent by Tom Fox who, with what may have
been a rather muddled gesture of goodwill,
abandoned his lensed goggles halfway down the
Bumps and then groped his way into the same
wood, where he supplied the "Seven Dwarfs"
motif to the Kandahar's "Snow White". As the
characters milled round and round the trees in the
mist it is probable that they would have welcomed
the producer's cry for "Lights," even if they
found that there was plenty of "Action" to be
going on with.
A much more significant event in 1926 was the
first team race between the DHO and the Wengen
Ski Club, an event that has been held every year
since. It was held at the end of the season, when
the DHO had lost several of their best runners,
and resulted in an easy win for the Wengen Club,
but the individual performances of the DHO Barry Caulfield's in particular - made the Swiss
wonder whether they would have won against the
full team earlier in the season.
Probably the Swiss themselves would be the
first to admit that, in 1926, there were very few
indications that the Wengen district would, in the
course of a few years, be able to put in the field
what is probably the strongest team in
Switzerland. In those days Wengen ski-ing was
in the hands of a few rather elderly guides who
conducted it on strictly conservative lines. For the
most part they led their charges for sober trips
round the Mettlenalp or above the line from
Wengernalp, and they were inclined to shake their

heads at the impetuous spirits who wished to be
taken down the Bumps. Such goings on, they
hinted, would end inevitably in Dr Oetiker's
clinic.
It is true that there were a few races to cater
for the tastes of the more adventurous, but they
were of a kind that would make the "Under Third
Class Cup" of today seem like an international
event. Those were the days when any competitor
who fell less than three times before he was out
of sight was regarded by the other competitors as
an almost certain winner and when the start of a
race would be delayed for hours by whisper going
round that the secret of success was to wax the
edges of your ski as well as the bottom; this causing
a hurried unbuckling of bindings and a furtive
search for paraffin wax.
For changing all this the DHO deserves not a
little credit - that is, provided we are agreed that
credit is the word to apply to a change from
leisured and gentlemanly mediocrity to highpressure efficiency. It is pleasant to note that this
fact has been conceded very generously by no less
an authority than Dr Zahnd, Secretary of the
Wengen Kurverein, who, in a recent article on the
early days of ski-ing in Wengen, wrote:"I had just come from St Moritz, where for
many years I had seen the English skiers at work,
but what a difference there was between the
novices frolicking about on the nursery slopes
there and the experts I now saw careering down
the break-neck racecourse."
Later on in his article, Dr. Zahnd says:- "The
Wengen skiers owe a great part of their present
fame to the example of the DHO"
The leading members of the DHO set an
example in racing and brought over many of the
prominent skiers of the day to race against them,
so that the other Wengen skiers could watch the
style of runners like Mackintosh, Bracken, Dick
Waghorn, Joannides, CJ White, Barry Caulfield,
d'Egville, Tom Fox, Duncan Harvey and
Boughton-Leigh, to mention but a few. Yet
another contribution to the education of both
Swiss and British skiers in Wengen resulted from
the exploratory and experimental attitude of the
leaders of the DHO. Skiers such as CJ White,
Tom Fox and Dalrymple took to the woods (skiing in woods, mark you!) and it is fairly safe to
say that every one of the wood runs popular in
Wengen today was first discovered by the DHO.
Above all, they recognised that people were skiing in other places besides Wengen, and they
hastened to learn all they, could from other
centres, they were constantly trying out new
technique and experimenting with all kinds of
strange bindings and new equipment. Finally
Tom Fox came back from Austria with steel
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edges, at which the Old Guard shook their heads
and prophesied lacerated faces, and even severed
limbs.
The result of all this was that the more farseeing members of the Wengen communityChristian Rubi and Ernst Gertsch, for example realised that ski-ing was developing into a
strenuous sport calling for planning a generation
ahead, and the result of the work they put in on
the young Swiss skiers at that time can be seen
in the team that the Wengen district can put into
the field today.
The year 1927 was a memorable one for the
DHO, as it marked the achievement of their
original object. Racing at Miirren, they regained
the Bernese Oberland Challenge Shield with what
was almost the same team as the one that lost it
in 1925 (Barry Caulfield, Tom Fox, CJ White,
KD Foster and BailUe-Hamilton), and, later in
the season, were successful in retaining the
Wengen Ski Team Cup when the Kandahar came
over to Wengen to race for it. Instead of singing
a Nunc Dimittis they celebrated the event by
revising the rules and imposing an annual
subscription of eight shillings. The Minute
covering this alteration says, somewhat speciously,
that the money was required mainly for
"hospitality to other Clubs."
The following year the Club suffered a terrible
loss, Donald Dalrymple being killed in an
avalanche accident on February 9th, 1928, when

crossing the Eggishorn to Bettmeralp.
Dalrymple had been the Hon Secretary since
the formation of the Club, which was held
together to a great extent by his lively and
ingenious temperament. The constitution of the
DHO had always been of a rather nebulous
nature, and when Dalrymple's organising ability
was lost the Club sank into a coma from which
it was revived, in the nick of time, by HRD
Waghorn and the present Hon Secretary, Lieut
Col Odling. Under the presidency of Dick
Waghorn the Club was just regaining its old
vigour when tragedy intervened once more,
Waghorn being killed in an aeroplane accident and
the Club suffered another relapse.
By 1935 it became evident that the DHO could
not continue in a state of suspended animation;
it must either go forward or give up altogether,
and so the Club was reorganised on a wider basis
under the presidency of KD Foster. The
expansion initiated that year was carried on to
such good effect by succeeding Presidents - Capt
RAD Fullerton and Major Harold Hall - backed
by Col Odling, that it has now far outgrown the
ideas of the thirteen skiers who started it in the
less organised days of 1925. It now has some four
to five hundred members, a Club Room in
Wengen (complete with a paid Secretary who is
bilingual in shorthand), an annual Journal, and
a great many more responsibilities. All the same,
we had a lot of fun in 1925!
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M. Grossenbacher
3823 Wengen
Telefon 036 5512 46

THE ANDY CAPP PRIZE GIVING

Andy Capp Race Of Team Relay 1/2/95
Winners of Team Relay Race
Left/right Peter Bennett, Tanis Austin, David Hackett
(Robert Handley, not pictured)

Tanis Austin receives Andy Capp Trophy from donor
Mike Loveday

Andy Capp Race & Team Relay
Top Left - Peter Bennett member of winning team relay race
Top Right-David Hackett — 2nd overall
Andy Capp Trophy
Race & Team Relay
Bottom Left- Tanis Austin — overall winner
Overall Winner Tanis Austin
Bottom Right-Jean Hackett — 3rd overall
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THIRTY YEARS OF TOURING WITH
THE DHO AND OTHERS
By Vaughan Gaskell
I'm a slow learner, it took me ten years to ski well
enough to join the DHO. In the sixties I had very
long Heads, bashed so many pistes they got boring
and had my ego dented every time I went in the
soft. Then I met Paul Heller when he was a rep.
He took me on White Hare and other semi touring
runs till my skiing was judged adequate for a
novices' Leutschenleuke.
This is the classic day tour from the
Jungfraujoch-a long schuss from the Joch to
Conkordiaplatz, then a two to three hour climb
on skins up the Aletsch glacier to the
Leutschenleuke, literally the pass into the
Leutschen valley, then down to the village of
Blatten where one catches a bus to Goppenstein
and the train home. I was spell bound by the
beauty of the Leutschental, despite being
exhausted and remember with gratitude being
given a segment of orange. A lady had hysterics
on that tour, also quite memorable.

F

Aletsch Glacier from Conkordia in evening sun

Thereafter, I went on every tour I could.
Originally we used Kandahar bindings, which had
a semi lift setting, then soon we progressed to
Gertsch bindings which kept your foot tight on
the ski. Thus did we climb until Ernst Gertsch
devised a climbing adaption which weighed a ton.
In the late sixties, I was invited on my first
spring tour. It was then that I first skied with

people I have skied with ever since. The worst
accident in my touring career occurred-John
Burnford broke his leg in the ski shop trying on
skis. Huts still tended to be unmanned, so one
carried a week's food in one's rucksack. I have
never learnt to travel light, so what with Apfelsaft,
wine and clothes, I often had 20 kg or more on
my back. One lady tourer has a sack big enough
for a powder puff, yet manages to wear something
different each evening.
That year we holed up in the Finstraarhorn hut
while it snowed outside. During a break in the
weather we climed the Wannenhorn, my first
mountain and I began to learn what the mountains
are like when the sun is not shining. Freddy Fuchs
was guiding and one had a wonderful feeling of
being in safe hands.
The late sixties and early seventies were not
notable for good weather. Numbers dwindled till
one memorable year Paul Heller, Gordon Cridlan
and I toured on our own. We had a wonderful
time. I remember setting out from the Wildstrubel
hut at an early hour in biting cold to climb the
Schneiderjoch over to Lenk. We missed our way
and climbed the Schneiderhorn instead and had
a very long hot day indeed. In those days lots of
small groups wandered the Alps on their own.
One day in the DHO Office in high season
Paul said to me that it was about time I started
taking people on tours. Before I knew it I had
two volunteers wanting to join me on a
Leutschenleuke. I'd never skied with either of
them, but both said they could ski - don't we all?
So off we went. We set off from the Joch, it was
very fast, it was all I could do to stand up, let alone
look over my shoulder. The rest was not bad. I
had two grateful people-one toured with us a
number of times, the other was rather important
and would have been expensive if he had been
harmed. Soon after, case law began to place more
responsibility on tour leaders, so after that
unguided touring was strictly only with friends.
On New Year's day 1976, Paul Heller went
langlaufing from his chalet in Gstaad. He returned
home, sat in his favourite chair, had a heart attack
and died. The DHO and I had lost a good friend.
An era of informal wandering in the mountains
had ended.
One episode stands out from this time. We were
in the Monte Rosa hut and planned to climb the
Monte Rosa in uncertain weather. I had been
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unwell and asked Freddy if I could go down to
Zermatt on my own. This involved crossing the
glacier then climbing the moraine at the side and
walking down to Rotenboden station. After
careful instruction I set off at about six in the
morning. I crossed the glacier and started
traversing the moraine when I came across about
thirty or forty ibex. It was May and time for
rutting. The eligible males were head butting each
other for all they were worth, to gain dominance
and no doubt sire that year's baby ibex crop. I
had to decide whether to try to walk through this
jousting match and risk being butted and
trampled on, or to wait. I sat and watched, till
the tension had eased. It remains one of my most
fascinating touring experiences.
In 1980 a group of us went to Canada to test
out the fabled powder snow. As ever, it wasn't
too fabled and we split up. Paddy and Simon
Hollington and I ended up at Whistler near the
west coast of BC. There we climbed Mount
Whistler and did a little private touring
accompanied by a local backwoodsman who was
not a little concerned at where we took him. The
freedoms we were accustomed to in Europe have
long been eroded in North America.
In 1983, I decided to break new ground and
joined a SCGB party to tour the Atlas. I felt a bit
of an idiot standing with a pair of skis on
Casablanca Airport as the tropical rain drops fell.
Apart from discovering the rest of the party were
far fitter and proper climbers as well, I adored
Morocco. So much that I went again the following

year, when we had two week's sun and no snow.
We scaled four 4000m peaks and stayed in most
of the CAF huts in the high Atlas.
It was here that I learnt how long it takes to boil
an egg at 11,500 feet, and that half a goat is quite
a burden even if it has been carried most of the
way by mule. The Atlas are chocolate brown, with
lots of spikey stones for your skis, and no trees.
The vast goat population make sure none ever get
established.
We climbed Toubkal, the highest Atlas, both
years and I recollect finding half decent snow the
year we climbed it in snow. The summit is
crowned by a metal obelisk possibly of Islamic
significance, covered with graffiti. Angour, the
second Atlas, was climbed in the snowless year.
It involved more serious rock climbing, wriggling
up funnels and in one place traversing a seemingly
vertical cliff. The yellow dog from the hut came
with us. I well remember after being talked across
this cliff, trying to regain my composure only to
be joined by the dog who had walked straight
across.
At the end of the second trip, we walked down
the river canyon to Asni. We had met well known
Morocco buff, Hamish Brown, who decided to
come with us. The others kept stopping tor photos
and tea, so Hamish and I walked the gorges
together. I was taken into villages, shown water
muls working, had the culture explained and all
the wild life pointed o u t - I may lack the
photographs, but learnt such facts as that red
admiral butterflies ride the thermals all the way
from Morocco to Cornwall. I have fond memories
of Morocco and of the Berber people.
In 1987, we had one of those brilliant years. We
spent a week on the Wildstrubel massif then went
over to Chamonix and climbed Mont Blanc. This
was a bit like going to Blackpool on bank holiday
weekend, not difficult, but tedious with nearly
half the climb in the dark. The run down was in
hot snow on what was very nearly piste.
Two other events that year stand out. We
climbed a very easy mountain called the
Daubenhorn, little realising that its south side was
a sheer cliff towering over the spa town of
Leukerbad. Near the top was a 'fenetre' out of
which one could lean and photograph Leukerbad
as from an aeroplane, you could see the swimming
pools like little blue dots in people's back gardens.
By now our tours were being led by Adolf
Schlunegger who is adept at finding wonderful
snow. From the top of the Wildstrubel he led us
along the ridge to the top of a series of gullies
which went all the way down to Engstigenalp.
Simon Hollington and I did figures of eight down

The summit of Toubkal, 1984
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one of these, not quite non stop, and reached the
pub first. An elderly Englishman came up to us
and said that in thirty years he had never seen
those gullies skied before. A good guide can lead
you to safe and exciting skiing in places not
normally thought skiable.
That summer, Sarah Edmonds sent me a
cutting from the Times. An international
expedition was planned to make the first winter
ascent of K2 in northern Pakistan. A small
number of campfollowers were invited along to
follow the expedition at least as far as base camp.
Sally Ireland and I decided to find out more. We
were vetted and accepted for this five week trek.
From the road head at about 8000 feet, it is about
90 miles as the crow flies to K2 base camp at about
15000 feet.

pastures give way to glacier. Here geography really
is in the making. The combination of moisture,
freezing and thawing causes bits to fall off the high
mountains all the time. Where these land on the
glaciers, they 'walk' across the ice. As a result the
morain of the Baltero Glacier is a creaking
groaning mass of rocks and much of the glacier
itself is strewn with stone.
On the Baltero, I ate bread cooked on a fire
made of yak dung and baked by wrapping the
dough round red hot stones. Everything is saved
and used in these places, but I regret the bread
did have a flavour of yak dung. At the top of the
Baltero is another Concordia, where it meets the
Godwin Austin glacier leading to K2 and China
and the Siachen leading south towards India. Like
the Swiss Conkordia, this is a vast flat area which
takes nearly a day to cross and is overlooked by
a most spectacular mountain, Gasherbrun 4 which
has the largest sheer drop in the world, 12,000 feet
from top to bottom, equivalent to the Jungraujoch
direct into the sea.

Cantilevered track up Braldu Valley

The route is too rocky for animals, so everything
has to be carried on a man's back. The logistics
of feeding and servicing nearly a hundred people
for up to three months in winter were very
considerable. There were ten campsites en route,
lower down near villages, and the top few on
glaciers. On the way up the sun shone every day
and we followed the proper climbers one day
behind. The scenery was out of this world,
surrounded as we were by 25,000ft giants.
At the last village, Ascoli, I was invited into a
Balti house. This was a three storey affair, with
the animals living in the basement, where there
is a fire in the centre, sleeping around the chimney
hole in the middle and living in a sort of whicker
work superstructure at the top. Here one's wealth
is measured in goats and yaks. Smoke permeates
everywhere.
Three days above Ascoli, the outlying yak

Plank crossing of Braldu Gorge

Here I learnt another lesson. My skis were left
behind because they were so heavy. So I walked
up the Godwin Austin on my own while the others
went by ski. I was nearly twice as quick.
More recently Adlof has taken us on some
excellent touring weeks. One particularly comes
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to mind in the Grand Paradiso area of Northern Rosenegg etc. Petersgrat brings you right back to
Italy - w e climbed everything you could see from Lauterbrunnen.
the hut, nothing spectacular, but all different, we
Guides are becoming fewer, as it is just as
had delicious local food and sat in the sun each remunerative, albeit less prestigious to be a ski
evening watching the marmots playing outside the teacher. Typical charges are in excess of 300 Sfrs
hut.
per day plus costs, so the more you are, the less
As they say in the cat food advertisements, the guide costs.
touring prolongs active life. How long for remains
Touring is all about being in the right place,
to be seen, but touring has taken me to some wild with the right people, at the right time - t h e most
and wonderful places and provided experiences important right being the weather. The DHO tries
most people only read about, albeit a logical to run day tours in early March and organises a
progression from that first trembling stem.
seven day hut to hut tour around the end of April
each year. In 1995 bad weather stopped play,
hence my reminiscences above. Typically such a
tour will cost £500 or so, all in including travel
Wengen is an excellent day tour centre. The to Switzerland by shared car.
Schilthorn and the Oberjoch are both accessible
You need a rucksack and warm clothes and skis
on a standard abonnement and are the starting with heel lift bindings. The Club owns skins,
points for a wide variety of tours. Spiez and the which can be lent, and avalanche bleepers. If there
head of the Simmental offers another set of is enough interest, it might try to collect some old
interesting tours, we have had great fun on the skis with touring bindings to lend to novices.
Niessen, said to be the mountain on the Toblerone
The Club also subsidises novice tourers to a
bars, and this is accessible by teliferique. More degree. A ski club, like the DHO, is there to
expensive are the classics from the Jungfraujoch, enable members to widen their horizons and
as they involve train fares up and usually a long touring is one of those things you have to do with
journey home. Then for the even richer, there is like minded people.
brilliant helicopter touring -Petersgrat, Ebnefluh,
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K2 with its halo of cloud from near Concordia
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Rules of The Downhill Only Club
(as amended 8 June 1994)

1

2

3

Name and Objects
1.1

The name of the Club shall be "The Downhill Only Club", known colloquially as "The D H O " .

1.2

The objects of the Club are the encouragement of racing and the promotion of good skiing and good fellowship among skiers
in the Wengen district. The Club will, so far as is within its powers, also co-operate with the Wengen Kurverein to provide
the best possible facilities for skiing in the district.

Membership
2.1

Members shall be expected to support and uphold the objects of the Club at all times.

2.2

The Club shall consist of:
2.2.1

Skiing Members

2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5

Honorary Members
Emeritus Members
Coggins
Non-skiing Members

2.3

Members in categories 2.2.1, & 2.2.2 above shall be entitled to elect from amongst themselves a management committee,
hereinafter referred to as "the Committee".

2.4

An applicant for membership must be proposed and seconded by members of the Club, one of whom must be a member
of the Committee. The Proposer and Seconder shall satisfy themselves that the applicant is interested in the sport of skiing
and is suitable in every way to become a member of the Club and they shall sign the appropriate application form accordingly.

2.5

Every applicant for admission in category 2.2.1 must be a competent skier of good SCGB third class standard.

2.6

Membership is subject to affirmation of the Committee which shall be exercised on its behalf and subject to its review by
the Membership Secretary and shall be deemed to have commenced on the date when a fully completed membership form
was lodged with the Membership Secretary. The Committee shall not be required to give any reason for refusing membership
to any applicant.

2.7

The Membership Secretary shall maintain a list of members other than Coggins members, which list may be kept in computerised
form.

2.8

The Committee shall have power, by unanimous vote of those present and eligible to vote, to invite eminent skiers and those
whose services are of great value to the Club to become Honorary members of the Club.

2.9

The Committee shall have power, by unanimous vote of those present and eligible to vote, to invite members who have attained
the age of 65 years to become Emeritus members of the Club.

2.10

A Coggins member must not have attained the age of 12 and must have a parent or guardian who is a member of the Club.
He or she will be required to pass a Coggins test and will be entitled to participate in any skiing events specially organised
for Coggins, but not in the Club runs or in the social events organised by the Club unless the Committee shall otherwise decide.

2.11

A Coggins parent or guardian joining solely for the purpose of enabling their child to take part as a Coggins member, or other
person, not intending to remain a member beyond the current season shall become a temporary member and shall not be
entered on the Club's database nor be entitled to receive the Club's Journal.

Subscriptions
3.1

Members shall be required to pay an annual subscription, except as provided for below, the amounts of which subscriptions
will be determined from time to time at an Annual General Meeting of the Club on proposals from the Committee.

3.2

Annual subscriptions are due and payable on application for membership and thereafter on every succeeding 1st November.
Annual subscriptions are payable by direct debit, but this requirement may be waived by the Membership Secretary or Treasurer
if there are special circumstances which justify a departure from this rule.

3.3

An Honorary member shall be exempt from the payment of a subscription and shall be automatically awarded the Club's
silver badge.

3.4

An Emeritus member shall be exempt from the payment of a subscription.

3.5

A Non-skiing member shall be entitled to a reduction in subscription equal to one half the annual subscription.

3.6

Members may compound their annual subscriptions by making a lump sum payment equal to twenty times the annual
membership fee then current, which shall then entitle them to membership for life.
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3.7

4

5

Members of the same family resident at die same address shall be entitled to compound their subscriptions to a single amount
equal to three times the current annual subscription.

Journal
4.1

The Committee shall have the authority to appoint an Editor who shall be responsible for die production of a Club Journal.

4.2

The list of members' names shall be published in the Journal together with theirrespectivecategory of membership, abbreviated
appropriately.

4.3

One copy of the Journal shall be sent to each member, but where there are plural members resident at the same address the
Editor may determine the number of Journals to be sent to that address.

4.4

Coggins members will not be entitled to receive a copy of the Club Journal.

Management
S. 1

The management of the Club shall be vested in the Committee which shall consist of:
5.1.1

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4

6

Officers of the Club, namely a President, one or two Vice-Presidents, an Honorary Secretary, an Honorary Treasurer,
an Honorary Membership Secretary, and not more than seven other officers elected as provided by rule 2.3. A
member may be elected to more than one office.
Not more than ten further committee members elected as provided by Rule 2.3.
Not more than three co-opted members as provided by Rule 5.8 below.
The Committee shall meet at least once in every year in Wengen and at such other time and place as may be
agreed by the Committee from time to time.

5.2

The officers and further committee members shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting and shall hold office until die
next Annual General Meeting after dieir election. Two further members of the Committee will retire annually by rotation,
and will not be eligible for re-election for one year.

5.3

The Committee shall propose applicants at the Annual General Meeting to fill the posts of officers and further committee
members and shall select such applicants by ballot. An officer or further committee member who has in the previous year
failed to attend at least one meeting of the Committee (unless prevented by illness or absence abroad) shall not be eligible
for re-election.

5.4

Due notice of the names of all applicants to be proposed shall be posted to every member of die Club at least diree weeks
before the Annual General Meeting, but special circumstances may necessitate deviation from this period, in which case such
notice shall contain an explanation to that effect.

5.5

In addition to the proposals by the Committee, any two members of the Club may propose an applicant for any of the posts
mentioned above, by giving notice to the Honorary Secretary at least six weeks before the date of the Annual General Meeting,
accompanied by die consent in writing of the applicant so proposed and the Secretary shall include the names of any such
applicants in the notice referred to in rule 5.4 above.

5.6

If at die Annual General Meeting die number of applicants duly proposed does not exceed the number of vacancies, die Chairman
shall declare die applicants elected, otherwise the election shall be by ballot.

5.7

The Committee shall have the power, by unanimous vote, to elect an Honorary President. This appointment shall be supernumary
to the officers and further committee members as defined in rules 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 above. The Honorary President shall serve
for a period of three years, but may be re-elected for further diree-year periods. The Honorary President shall be entided
to attend meetings of the Committee, but shall not exercise any power to vote on resolutions that are before the Committee.

5.8

The Committee shall have power to appoint such sub-committees as the Committee may consider necessary. The Chairman
or one named member of each sub-committee shall be automatically co-opted to all meetings of die Committee but shall have
no vote unless he or she is an elected member of the Committee. Sub-committees may incur expenditure on behalf of the
Club within dieir particular fields but subject to any restrictions and limitations for the time being imposed by die Committee.

5.9

The Committee shall be entided, by unanimous vote of those present and voting, to co-opt as an extra member of the Committee
any member of the Club, provided that such co-opted members do not exceed three in number and also do not exceed the
number of further committee members present. Such co-opted members shall hold office only for the meeting at which diey
are co-opted.

5.10

Three members shall form a quorum of the Committee.

Expulsion and Lapsing of Membership
6.1

A Member may be expelled from the Club, for breach of die Club rules, at a meeting of the Committee subject to approval
of the membership at the Annual General Meeting. Due notice of this motion for confirmation shall be posted to every member
of die Club, at least three weeks before the meeting. The member concerned shall be given an opportunity of appearing before
die Committee and subsequendy before the Annual General Meeting to state his case. No member shall be expelled unless
at least 10 votes are passed in favour of the motion to confirm expulsion at the Annual General Meeting.

6.2

The membership of any member whose subscription is more than twelve mondis in arrears shall lapse and die Membership
Secretary shall be entided to remove the name of any such member from the membership list.
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7

8

9

10

Awards and Badges
7.1

All members will be entitled to wear the Club's Bronze badge.

7.2

Other awards may be made by the Committee at a Committee meeting attended by not less that 10 members. The award
of the Club's Gold Arrow and Gold Badge shall be by a unanimous vote of the Committee members.

7.3

Qualifications for award of the Club's badges and arrows shall be as follows:
a. Bronze badge
All members.
b. Silver badge
Members who have rendered notable services to skiing and to the Club.
c. Gold badge
Members who have rendered outstanding services to skiing and to the Club.
d. Bronze Racing Arrow
Regional racing squads and British Junior team.
e. Silver Racing Arrow
Regional racing squad A Teams, who are members.
f. Gold Racing Arrow
Members who are in the British or other national teams (development squads).

General Meeting
8.1

The Annual General Meeting of the Club shall be held in the United Kingdom during the months of June or July. The Honorary
Treasurer shall produce at the Annual General Meeting a statement of the financial position of the Club, as at the previous
30th April. At least three weeks' notice in writing shall be given to members for the Annual General Meeting.

8.2

An Extraordinary General Meeting of the Club may be held at the instigation of the Committee or on signed request to the
Secretary of at least 50 members in categories 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. At least fourteen days notice in writing shall be given to members
for an Extraordinary General Meeting.

8.3.

The Chair, whether at General Meetings or Committee Meetings, shall be taken by the President, or in his absence by a VicePresident, or in their absence by the senior Member of the Committee. The Chairman shall have a deliberate vote and, in
the case of any equality of votes, a casting vote also.

The Property of the Club
9.1

The property of the Club (other than legacy funds received by the Club from the executors of the late Mrs H R Hepworth
and accretions and accruals and additions thereto, hereinafter called "the Hepworth Fund") shall be vested in the Honorary
Treasurer or such other person or persons as shall be authorised by resolution of the Committee who shall deal with such
property in accordance with the directions of the Committee.

9.2

The Committee shall by resolution from time to time authorise such proper persons (being officers) as it thinks fit to sign
cheques drawn on any accounts in the Club's name.

9.3

The Hepworth Fund shall be vested in Trustees (hereinafter called "the Hepworth Trustees") who shall apply the capital
and income thereof for the promotion of ski-racing and training at their discretion provided that in exercising such discretion
they shall take account of any recommendation of the Committee and they shall be indemnified against risk and expense out
of the Hepworth Fund.

9.4

The Hepworth Trustees shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Club and shall not be more than 5 nor fewer than 3
a majority of whom shall be non-resident in the UK. The President for the time being shall be ex officio a Hepworth Trustee
and the remaining Trustees shall hold office until death or retirement or until such time as new trustees shall be appointed
in their place by resolution of Members in a General Meeting of the Club. Any Trustee being a solicitor or other person engaged
in any profession or business shall be entitled to charge and be paid all usual charges for business transacted, time expended
and acts done by him or any employee or partner of his in connection with the execution of the trusts of the Hepworth Fund.

The Piers Benson Browning Bursary
10.1

11

Matters not otherwise provided for
11.1

12

A bursary known as "The Piers Benson Browning Bursary" shall be awarded at the discretion of the committee to one or
more junior members of the club who, in the opinion of the Committee, show exceptional promise as a ski racer. The bursary
award will be allocated for training purposes or related activities as the Committee shall so decide.

All matters not herein provided for and not involving the amendment of these Rules shall be dealt with by the Committee.

Rules
12.1

These Club Rules may only be changed by a majority of two-thirds of those present and voting at an Annual General Meeting.
Any proposal for changes in the Rules shall be submitted to the Committee by at least ten members or by a Sub-Committee
appointed for the purpose and the Committee shall make a recommendation regarding the same to the membership at an
Annual General Meeting. The notice convening such meeting shall specify the alterations proposed.

12.2

These Club Rules shall be interpreted in accordance with normal Enghsh usage and any dispute in the interpretation of these
rules shall be adjudicated by the Committee.

Subscriptions
The levels of subscription from 8 June 1994 are:Skiing membership
Non-skiing membership
Family membership
(Three or more members at the same address)

£20
£10
£60

Life Membership
Honorary membership
Emeritus membership
Temporary (Rule 2.11) membership
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£400
none
none
£30 or SwFrtSO

Sport*

Mode

VINTEMWli

A
A
A
A
A

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

SEE
BE
MEET
STOP
SHOP

Located between Hotel

J nAVZHGLASS S- e5K0AL£

RAILWAY
V

PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE

SUN STAR and BERNERHOF

PHONE : 0229 777/TI , *

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA

REAL ITALIAN FOOD
OPEN FROM 11.30 - 23.30 + 18.00 — 23.30
**********

LAZER KARAOKE
APRES-SKI SNACKS, COCKTAILS, VIDEO-MUSIC
OPEN FROM 11.30 - 23.30
SINA FELICIANO — 3823 WENGEN — TEL. 036-553172
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WENGEN CURLING CLUB
OFFICE BEARERS 1995/96
Hon President Mrs Susan Hinds, Vice President George Barclay,
Hon Secretary/Treasurer Finlay Lochhead, 116 Terregles Avenue, Glasgow G41 4JD
Committee Members 1995/96
Graham Browning, Shiela Clark, Donald Forbes, George Gilmour, John Lamotte,
Finlay Lochhead, Fred MacKenzie, Andy Morrison, and Jos Nanninga.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Mrs M Aiton, S Anderson, M Beevor, Mrs W Beldi, Miss B Goodwin, Lady S Harriman,
C Lavers W D Mackenzie, R Schweizer, Dr & Mrs Stettler, U Trachsel, Mrs M Walker
Members
Mr H Abplanalp
Mr & Mrs P Ackermann
Mrs M Allison
Mr & Mrs M Anderson
Mr W Baird
Mr & Mrs G Barclay
Mrs J Battison
Mr G Baumgartner
Miss E Bayne-Jardine
Mrs P van Berckel
Sir A Blair
Mr & Mrs H Brown
Mr & Mrs G Browning
Mr A Bruce
Mr & Mrs R Cadzow
Mr Colin Cameron
Mr & Mrs G Carruthers
Mr & Mrs R Clark
Miss N Clough
Mr & Mrs J Corcoran
Mr & Mrs D W Donnelly
Mr P Edington
Mr E Fenton
Mr H Fleming
Mr & Mrs D Forbes
Mrs M Fursman
Mr & Mrs J Fyfe
Mr T F C Gale
Mr & Mrs K Geering
Mr & Mrs G Gibb
Mr & Mrs G Gilmour
Mr & Mrs J Gow
Mr R Gray
Mr W Greenwood
Mr & Mrs J Haldane
Mr & Mrs N Hales

Mr R Hasert
Mrs A Hedley
Mr S Hinds
Mr & Mrs E Hinds
Mrs D Houlbrooke
Mrs H Hoyle
Mr J Hulsker
Miss J Inglis
Mr & Mrs P von Ins
Mr & Mrs A Inverarity
Mrs B Irving
Mrs M Joerg
Mr & Mrs M Johnston
Mrs A De Jongh
Mr & Mrs J Lamotte
Mr & Mrs G Lapping
Mrs A Lawrence
Mr & Mrs R F Lochhead
Mr & Mrs J G Logie
Mr G Lyon
Mr & Mrs P Mackellar
Mr & Mrs F MacKenzie
Mr & Mrs J MacPherson
Mr W Marti
Mr & Mrs N Maxwell
Mr & Mrs A C McNicol
Mr & Mrs C Mewes-Taylor
Mr & Mrs A Morrison
Mr & Mrs E Moser
Mr H Mounsey
Miss N Naef
Mr & Mrs Jos Nannings
Mrs B Neville
Mr A Newman
Mr & Mrs R Nicholson
Mr J Niven
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Mr & Mrs G Panton
Mr & Mrs R Paterson
Mr F Persson
Mr C Robinson
Mrs R Rosti
Mrs V Russell
Mr M Sauter
Miss S Schuttel
Mr & Mrs J Semple
Mr G Severn
Mr & Mrs D Shepherd
Mr & Mrs J af Sillen
Mr & Mrs D Steedman
Mr & Mrs J Steven
Mr & Mrs J Stevenson
Mr J N Stevenson
Mr J Stewart
Mr C Stirling
Mr & Mrs R Sturrock
Mrs I Thain
Mrs G Tol
Mr K Veldhuis
Mr & Mrs D H Verden-Anderson
Mrs & Mrs A Waley
Dr & Mrs C Walker
Mr & Mrs G N Walker
Mr & Mrs J A Walker
Mr & Mrs R Walthert
Mr & Mrs R Watson
Mr F Watson
Mr W Wenger
Mr E Wenger
Mr & Mrs D White
Mr & Mrs J Winter
Mr & Mrs D Woolley
Mrs F Young

WENGEN CURLING CLUB
JANUARY 1995
There was the usual full programme of competitions with eighty members taking part in competitions
of their choice during the last three weeks of January. Teams were drawn from the hat in the traditional
manner. The weather this year was rather more mixed than in the past few years, as a consequence
a number of the competitions had to be played under cover on the three rinks.
A very successful Dinner/Dance attended by ninety-one members was held in the Victoria
Lauberhorn Hotel on Monday the 16th.
The competitions for prizes donated by the Falken Hotel for pairs, the Silberhorn Hotel and the
Victoria Lauberhorn Hotel were as usual well supported. The Victoria Lauberhorn Hotel competition
which encourages married couples to play in the same team was enjoyed by the sixty-four participants,
the first four teams received prizes and there were booby prizes and prizes for the winners of a "low
road". The Margaret Walker Quaich for ladies was as always keenly contested. It consists of a four
round Schenkel. Eight teams took part and the winners were Patricia Forbes (Skip) Helen Morrison,
Margaret Joerg and Alison Logie. The prizes donated and presented by Seana Barclay were Edinburgh
Crystal bowls to the winning team and ornaments to the runners up - Susan Hinds (Skip) Sandra
Walker, Audrey White and Katrina af Sillen.
The Annual General Meeting chaired by President Susan Hinds, attended by sixty-three members
was held on the 25th January in the Silberhorn Hotel. Graham Browning and Andy Morrison were
elected to the Committee.
The Re-union will be held in Perth from the 6th to the 8th October. Details can be obtained from
Donald Forbes, 33 Coates Gardens EH12 5LG. Tel 0131 346 0844.

SWISS
TRADITION
WELCOMES
BRITISH
TRADITION
Family von Allmen

Tel.
01041 36/553216
Telex 923293
We look forward
to meeting you
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THE WENGEN SKI RUNS
BY NIGEL WILDER
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RACING

DHO HEINZ CUP. Treasure Hunt. 29 Dec 94.
Frank and Josephine Philpot.
DHO POLYTECHNIC CUP. Aspen. Slalom. 19 Jan 95. Soft.
1. Roger Scoones. 2. Tony Davis. 3. Brian Burdett.
(also ran) Rebecca Davis, Liz Davis, Steve Nye, Henry Lockhart, Gill Wise.
DHO MCMILLAN CUP. Ladies Downhill Course. 31 Jan 95. Good
1. Tino Fuchs; 2' 13" (McMillan Cup). 2. Nigel Moore; 2' 20" (Big John Cup). 3. Joseph Jeffery;
2' 32" (McMillan Open Cup). 4. Rico Molitor; 2' 33" (Jarvis Cup) 5. Christoph Gertsch; 2' 39".
6. Bunny Field; 2' 51" (Falken Ladies' Cup). 7. David Verden-Anderson; 2' 54" (Bath Chair Cup).
8. John Parker*; 3' 01". 9. L Fairchild*; 3' 02". 10. Marcus Juffher*; 3' 05". 11. Jost Brunner;
3' 06". 12. Tony Davis; 3' 08". 13. Mike Loveday; 3' 12". 14. James Jefferies. 3' 13". 15. Vanda
Joss; 3' 14" (Vertigo Cup). 16.Max Davies; 3' 17". 17. Mike Wheeler; 3' 25". 18. Mike Brunner;
3' 26". 19. Alan Chandler; 3' 34". 20. Mike Hoare; 3' 37". 21. Richard Lawrence; 3' 42".
22. Vanessa Chandler; 3' 45" (Security Cup & Lockhart Ladies Cup). 23. Phil Gepfert; 3' 49".
24. Olivia Gordon; 3' 51" (Half Ton Plate). 25. Unni Loveday; 3' 57'. 26. Jane Paxton; 4' 07".
27. Robert Handley; 4' 12". 28. Mike Maskey; 4' 24". 29. John Romer; 4' 27" (Heavenly Bowl).
30. Evie Bowyer; 4' 31". 31. Mike Austin; 4' 32". 32. John Waghorn; 4' 50" (Stretcher Cup).
33. Carol West; 4'53". 34.MikeWoodhall;4'55". 35. Philip Bown; 5'01". 36. Peter Liddell; 5'06".
37. Gifford Boyd; 5' 07". 38. Geoffrey Gay; 5' 10". 39. Linnet Waghorn; 5' 20" (Granny Cup).
40. Norman Freund; 5' 21". 41. Bill Coldrey; 5' 27". 42. Sarah Edmonds; 5' 29". 43. Susie Fuchs;
5' 31". 44. Sarah Walduck; 5' 32". 45. Adam Welsh; 5' 34". 46. Diana Bown; 5' 45". 47. John
Paxton; 5' 46". 48. Peter Kent; 5' 50". 49. Sue Kent; 6' 12". 50. Paddy Ryan; 6' 13". 51. John
Bevan; 6' 48". 52. Duncan Lonie; 7' 56". 53. Tim Hetherton; 7' 59". 54. Jean Hackett; 8' 22".
55. Tanis Austin; 8' 23". 56. Ferry Hillman; 8' 36" (Ashes Cup). 57. John Mathews; 8' 39". 58.
Ian Homersham; 8' 53". 59. Brenda Stevens; 9' 50". 60. Henry Lockhart; 10' 07".
61. Kieran Stevens; 10' 27". 62. Rhona Dowson; 11' 44" (Angel Plate). DNF: Tom Walduck,
Daphne Lakin, Charlie Roberts, Sally McCarthy.
* indicates non-member.
DHO ANDY CAPP CHARGER. Team and downhill. 3 Feb 95. Good.
1. Tanis Austin. 2. David Hacket. 3. Jean Hacket. 4. Peter Bennett. 5. Paddy Ryan.
(also ran) Linnet Waghorn, Peter Liddell, Olivia Gordon, Phil Gepfert, Henry Lockhart, Sue Ryan,
Phil Bown, Mike Woodhall, John Romer, Norman Freund, Rosli Lancaster, Nessie Chandler, Duncan
Lonie, John Waghorn, Pru Barlow, David Anderson, Vanda Joss, Sally McCarthy, Charlie Roberts,
Alan Chandler, Mike Wheeler, Gifford Boyd, Steve Barlow, Mike Austin, Barry Meers, Robert
Handley, Diana Bown, Adam Welsh.
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DHO SLALOM. Punchbowl. 9 Feb 95 Fresh snow.
1. Tim Hetherton. 2. Tony Davis. 3. Carol West, (also ran) Charles Stewart, Sarah Edmonds,
Charles Overton, Heather Sutherland, Sue Ryan, Fiona Martin.
DHO KURVEREIN KRYSTAL. Pairs GS. Aspen. 23 Feb 95. Varied.
1. Adrian Smith and Rowan Gundry. 2. Susie May and Tom May. Fastest Individual; Alastair
Drew. (also ran) Anna Stevens and Richard Stevens, Robin Stevens and Trish Stevens, Daphne
Lakin and Charlie Roberts, Margaret Pichler and David Pichler, Carolyn Robinson and Mike
Robinson, Georgina Mucklow and Tom Mucklow, Emily Mounsey and Peter Pichler, John Mordue
and Heather Mordue.
DHO COGGINS MIDTERM. GS. Aspen. 23 Feb 95. Varied.
1. Richard Stevens; 75.36". 2. Emily Mounsey; 76.88". 3. John Mordue; 78.95". 4. David Pichler;
80.44". 5. Tom May; 81.92". 6. Rowan Cundry. 84.46". 7. Tom Price; 96.38".
DHO ODLING CUP. GS Eggblatz. 9 Mar 95. Soft.
Paul Zvegintzov; 33.78" (Hors Concours). 1. Martin Aylward; 35.78". 2. John Robertson; 37.37".
3. Daniel Aylward; 39.16". 4. Louise Bruce; 40.31". 5. Linnet Waghorn; 40.32". 6. Alison Fleming;
40.90". 7. Maree Zvegintzov; 42.19". 8. Susan Robertson; 43.47". 9. John Waghorn; 43.65".
10. Ruth Aylward; 47.43". 11. Caroline Robertson; 50.69". 12. Jon Fleming; 54.66".
DHO RAILWAY CUP. GS and Egg Bashing. 4 Apr 95. Perfect.
Walter Steuri; 38.31". Margret Steuri; 39.81". John Brunner; 39.97". Robert Kennedy; 40.15".
Mike Brunner; 40.40". Tino Fuchs; 41.59". Carys Brunner; 42.31". Anne Freund; 43.19".
(WINNER-DECIDED ON EGG BASHING). Karl Fuchs; 44.44". Tom Walduck; 44.59". Claire
Kennedy; 45.91". Susie Fuchs; 46.47". Fritz Staeger; 46.87". Lorna Kennedy; 47.13". Gill
Johnson; 47.90". Sarah Walduck; 48.25". Norman Freund; 54.29". Rosmaire Pfister; 55.47". Fiona
Grieve; 56.57". Elaine Mcleod; 1' 01.23". Robert Walduck; 1' 01.28". Annabel Brunner; 1' 03.24".
Henry Lockhart; 1' 34.63". Roland Hirni Disq.
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Membership List 1995
The abbreviations used after the figures giving the year of joining are:
HP Honorary President
P President or Past President
HM Honorary Member
G Club Golcf Badge

GA Club Gold Racing Arrow
S Club Silver Badge
SA Club Silver Racing Arrow
RA Club Racing Arrow

BA Club Bronze Racing Arrow
GL SCGB Gold Racing Lion
SL SCGB Silver Racing Lion

Would members please notify the Hon Membership Secretary of errors and omissions on the slip accompanying the Journal.
Adams, Miss T
Ades, Mrs JD
Ades, R
Agema, Dr E
Ahern, RT
Akin-Smith, M
Alatas, T
Alatas, Z
Alban Davies, HC
Alban Davies, Miss H
Alban Davies, Dr H
Alban Davies, Mrs J
Alban Davies, Miss K
Alcott, AR
Alcott, Miss C
Alcott, Mrs E
Alcott, RJ
Alcott, T
Allison, Mrs MD
Allsop, Mrs JM
Allsop, N
Ambler, Mrs V
Anderegg, Dr P
Anderson, JL
Andrew, Mrs CE
Anstead, MJS
Archer, Wing Cdr H D DFC
RAF (Rtd)
Armstrong, WH
Armstrong, Mrs J
Ashburner, TPD
Atkinson, Ms MG
Austin, MJ
Austin, Mrs TH
Axelrod, Mrs M
Axelrod, N
Aylward, D
Aylward, MM
Aylward, Mrs RM

'91
'93
'93
'69
'85
'88
'92
'92
'90
'91
'72
'91
'91
'88
'92
'92
'89
'92
'72
'89
'89
'37
'88
'78
'68
'81

(Tania)
(Dawn)
(Robert)

GA (Matthew)

'84
'68
'68
'54
'94
'91
'91
'95
'89
'95
'95
'95

(Henry)
S (Bill)
S (Jill)
G GA SL (Tim)
(Marilyn)
(Michael)
(Tanis)
(Martine)
(Nicholas)
(Daniel)
(Martin)
(Ruth)

Bach, RJG
Baigent, M
Bailey, Miss AJ
Bailey, Mrs PG
Bailey, SRD
Baker, Miss LJ
Baker, SW
Banner, CV
Barclay, RWP
Barclay-Brown, K
Barcock, Mrs AE
Barcock, B
Barcock, J
Barcock, O
Barcock, Miss R
Barlow, S
Barnard-Hankey, HMJ

'94
'93
'91
'91
'91
'90
'91
'87
'94
'86
'94
'94
'94
'94
'94
'78
'36

(Richard)
(Michael)
(Alexandra)
(Pippa)
(Stephen)
(Lyndsey)
(Stephen)
(Christopher)
(Richard)
(Ken)
(Anne)
(Barrie)
(James)
(Oliver)
(Rachel)
(Steve)
HM RA (Hans)

(Michael)
(Tariq)
(Zain)
(Henry)
(Hester)
(Huw)
S (Jenny)
(Kate)
BA (Alexander)
BA (Chimene)
(Evelyn)
SA (Rufus)
(Timothy)
(Mary)
(Joanna)
(Nigel)
HM
(Paul)
(Ian)

Barnard-Hankey, J
Barton, Mrs EA
Barton, PA
Bather, CM
Baumann, A
Beale, Mrs P
Beales, Dr WRJ
Beare, SN
Beanie, A
Beanie, CJ
Beanie, Miss G
Beanie, M
Beckwith, Miss APP
Beckwith, Miss CT
Beckwith, Mrs PG
Beckwith, PM
Beckwith, Miss TJ
Bedwell, JL
Beets, Mrs M-L
Bekenn, Miss G
Bekenn, Mrs J
Bekenn, Miss J
Bekenn, JP
Beldi, H-J
Bell (nee Paterson), Mrs JML
Bennett, PA
Bennett-Powell, Miss KS
Bentall, KC
Berry, Mrs ME
Berry, N
Berry, RC
Berry, Mrs E
Bevan,J
Bevan, JM
Bevan, Miss M
Bevan,M
Bevan, Mrs V
Bevan-Jones, Dr H
Bevan-Jones, Miss KM
Bevan-Jones, Mrs MG
Bidgood, KR
Binoth, H
Birken, MJ
Birkhauser, Frau N
Birt, MCSTJ
Bishop, Mrs JAF
Bishop, JEP
Blanks, KT
Bleekemolen, HJM
Blickling, S
Bligh, DC
Boddington, P
Boddington, R
Boland, Mrs MG
Bolton-Carter, Miss HJ
Bolton-Carter, Mrs J
Bond, GL
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'74 (John)
'91
'91 (Peter)
'75 (Colin)
'47 HM S
'65
'88 (Warwick)
'68 (Stuart)
'93 (Adam)
'93 (Clive)
'93 (Georgina)
'93 (Mark)
'92 (Anouska)
'92 (Clare)
'83 (Paula)
'79 (Peter)
'92 (Tamara)
'86 (John)
'67 S (Marion-Louise)
'93 (Geraldine)
'93 (Janet)
'93 (Jenny)
'93 Jonathan)
'77 HM S (Hans-Jacob)
'81 (Joanna)
'94 (Peter)
'85 (Kathy)
'83 (Kenneth)
'93 (Maureen)
'95 (Nicholas)
'93 (Richard)
'95 (Tessa)
'93 (John)
'93 (John)
'93 (Margaret)
'93 (Mike)
'93 (Valerie)
'54 S (Harri)
'88 (Katherine)
'89 (Muriel)
'87 (Keith)
'84 HM
'81 (Michael)
'50
'86
'81 (Janet)
'91 (John)
'87 S (Kevin)
'70S
75
'89 (Damian)
'89 (Peter)
'89 (Richard)
'69 (Myra)
'83

'56 S
'92 (Graham)

Bonham Christie, P
Bonham Christie, R
Bonham Christie, Mrs S
Booth, Dr RE MD
Borgers, EG
Borgers-Klasing, Mrs S
Botsford, CG
Bottomley, Mrs JM
Bowerman, DL
Bown, Miss CAE
Bown, Mrs D
Bown, PA MBE
Bown, Miss TR
Bowyer, Miss EM
Boyd, HGL
Boyes, Mrs BS
Boyes, J
Boyes, K
Boyes, RM
Boyes, CR
Boys, A
Bracken, Mrs C
Bracken, M
Bradbeer, TL
Brasher, CW
Brasher, HW
Bray, Miss AL
Bray, Mrs AF
Bray, Miss AV
Bray, ES
Bray, EW
Bray, Miss HR
Bray, TJ
Bridgman, Miss C
Briggs, TD
Brock-Hollinshead, R
Brockbank,A
Brocklebank, Miss SH
Brooke, ARH
Brooke, Miss BJ
Brooke, Mrs S
Brown, W
Browne, ATM
Browne, Mrs CA
Browne, HAM
Browne, OTM
Browne, PM
Bruce, Miss BL
Bruford-Davies, Major ER
Brunner, M
Brunner, P
Brunner, Mrs AM
Brunner, Miss CA
Brunner, JMO
Brunner, J
Brunner, MJ
Bruton, M
Buchanan, Mrs C
Buchecker, MJ
Bucher, Frau K
Buhlmann, E
Bullock, GP
Bultitude, Miss J
Burden, BH
Burgerhout, Mrs MC
Burnford, Mrs MM
Burr, CS
Burr, JNU

'92 (Peter)
'92 (Richard)
'92 (Sheila)
'76 (Robert)
'71 (Eise)
'82 (Shery)
'89 (Charles)
'90 (Jane)
'91 (David)
'87 (Coralie)
'87 (Diana)
'69 (Philip)
'87 (Tiffany)
'77 S (Evie)
'93 (Gifford)
'93 (Berit)
'93 (Jason)
'93 (Kristian)
'93 (Raymond)
'58 (Robin)
'95 (Andrew)
'93 (Christine)
'93 (Michael)
'94 (Thomas)
'52 (Chris)
'83 S (Hugh)
'94 (Alice)
'94 (Angela)
'94 (Anna)
'94 (Edward)
'94 (Edward)
'94 (Helena)
'94 (Thomas)
'91 BA (Catherine)
'89 (David)
'39 HM GA GL S
'91 (Alan)
'89 (Serena)
'81 (Andrew)
'75 (Belinda)
'78 (Sarah)
'94 (Wyn)
'91 (Alexander)
'88 (Christina)
'91 (Henry)
'91 (Oliver)
'88 (Paul)
'90 (Louise)
'92 (Robin)
'63
'87 HM
'91 (Annabel)
'91 (Carys)
'90 (John)
'87 HM S (Jost)
'90 S (Mike)
'94 (Matthew)
'76 (Cynthia)
'86 (Mark)
'91 (Kerstin)
'50SHM
'59 S (Peter)
'84
'95 (Brian)
'64 (Cecile)
'60 S (Mary (Mutt))
'84 (Christopher)
'87 Qames)

Burton, M
Buxton, JB

'93 (Michael)
'61 (John)

Caesar, Mrs JLM
Cairns, Mrs PJ
Callow, Mrs VA
Cameron, Mrs J
Cameron, JU
Campbell Davis, TF
Campbell-Gray, I
Campbell-Gray, Mrs I
Cannon, Mrs EA
Cannon, FJ
Cannon, Miss MJ
Cannon, SJ
Capel, NJ
Capel, SR
Cardwell, G
Carmichael, Mrs H
Carruthers, Miss N
Carruthers, RB
Carruthers, SM
Carss, RGP
Carter, Dr ID
Carter, E
Carter, G
Carter, Mrs KA
Carter, N
Carter, PT
Carter, PR
Cartwright, Mrs W
Cartwright, PA
Catt, AD
Catt, Mrs CA
Catt, JL
Cavanagh, HP
Chadwick, R
Chadwick, Dr SA
Chadwick, WE
Chalk, AJG
Chandler, AR
Chandler, Miss L
Chandler, M
Chandler, Mrs V
Cheape, Mrs E
Cherry, GS
Chesher, Mrs C
Chesher, K
Childs, R
Childs, Miss SEC
Chivers, RS
Christophersen, Miss CI
Cladder, FHB
Cladder-van Haersolte, Mrs TT
Clapman, Ms ID
Clapperton, GAF
Clapperton, AWF
Clarabut, DS DSC
Clarabut, Mrs DM
Clarabut, Cdr GSC DSO DSC RN
Clarabut, PG
Clayton, NC
Cliff, PB
Clough, Miss NS
CockereU, BJ FRICS IRRV
Cockersole, FJ
Cockersole, Mrs FJ
Coker-Stevens, Mrs TE

'91 (Julian)
'84 (Penelope)
'81 (Virginia)
'94 (Jill)
'94 John)
'91 (Trevor)
'70 (Ian)
'52 (Sally)
'90 (Emma)
'90 (Francis)
'93 (Melissa)
'93 (Scon)
'95 (Neil)
'95 (Simon)
'93 (George)
'76 HM (Helen)
'92 (Nicola)
'85 (Richard)
'85 S (Simon)
'87 (Richard)
'65
'94 (Ewan)
'94 (Gavin)
'94 (Kirstine)
'94 (Neil)
'94 (Paul)
'92 (Peter)
'86
'86 (Peter)
'93 (Anthony)
'93 (Carol)
'93 (Jamie)
'81
'71HMS
'87 (Stephanie)
'94 (William)
'87 (Alexander)
'90 (Alan)
'95 (Lisa)
'95 (Mark)
'95 (Vanessa)
'89 (Emma)
'90 (Graham)
'94 (Christine)
'94 (Keith)
'72
'92 (Sophie)
'92 (Roy)
'64GGASLRA(Ingrid)
'82 (Frans)
'80 (Dorry)
'92 (Isabel)
'86 (Graeme)
'71 (Wallace)
'56 (David)
'80 (Deirdre)
'55 (Guy)
'80 (Philip)
'90 (Nicholas)
'77
'64 (Nancy)
'80 (Barry)
'76
'76
•88 (Tessa)
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Coldrey, WG
Coldrey, Mrs MR
Cole, TP
Cpllett, AM
Colling, Mrs A
Colling, CP
Colling, RL
Congleton, The Lord
Cook, MK
Cook, PM
Cooke, RS
Copeland, RSC
Coppen, GCV
Corbett, GMN
Corbett, J
Corbett, Miss J
Corbett, Miss O
Corbett, Miss S
Corbett, Mrs VM
Cornelius, NR
Cornelius, RS T D
Cornwell, DJM
Cornwell, N
Cory, CR CBE
Cottam, Mrs PSP
Cova, Frau
Cova, A
Cowan, Cdr PB RN
Cowan, JA
Crane-Robinson, Professor C
Crane-Robinson, MV
Critchley-Waring, A
Crockett, A
Crockett, Mrs E
Crockett, J
Crockett, JJER
Crockett, Miss N
Crockett, Dr RE
Crockett, Miss Z
Crook, C
Crook, Mrs HA
Crooke, A
Crooke, Mrs A
Crooke, Miss J
Crooke, S
Crossley, JDF
Crouch, DP
Crouch, Miss KJ
Cubby-Seiffert, Mrs B
Cudbird, Mrs EJ
Cumberlege, L
Currie, Mrs K
Currie, N

7 9 S (Bill)
7 9 (Margie)
'93 (Tristan)
'54 RA (Michael)
'92 (Ann)
'92 SA (Christopher)
'92 (Robert)
'56HMS
7 2 (Mike)
'89 (Patrick)
'80 (Robert)
'54 S (Spencer)
'69
'91 (Gerald)
'91 (John)
'91 (Josephine)
'91 (Olivia)
'91 (Sarah)
'91 (Virginia)
'65 S (Nigel)
'36 HM S (Richard)
'80
'88 (Nicholas)
'61 (Raymond)
'69 (Perdita)
79HMS
'57 S SA (Andrea)
'37HMS
'93 BA (James)
7 8 (Colyn)
'80 (Max)
'48 S
'92 BA (Andrew)
'92 (Elizabeth)
'92 BA (Jason)
'83 BA (Jonathon)
'92 (Nicola)
'83 (Raymond)
'92 (Zara)
'56 S (Clifford)
'91 (Hilary)
'91 BA (Andrew)
'91 (Ann)
'91 (Jennifer)
'91 (Stephen)
7 9 (John)
'93 BA (Daniel)
'93 BA (Keren)
'59 (Betty)
'89 (Elizabeth)
'57 RA (Luis)
'80 S (Kathleen)
7 0 S (Norman)

d'Ambrumenil, DP
Dalzell, AVH
Dalzell, Mrs EB
Davenport, RA
Davies, Mrs A
Davies, Miss AE
Davies, Mrs ED
Davies, Miss GM
Davies, IR
Davies, RM
Davies, MJ
Davies, R
Davies, RO
Davies, SJ

'50
71
71
'91
'91
'86
•92
'86
'94
'82
'93
•91
'91
'86

(David)
(Robin)
(Adele)
(Anna)
(Eden)
(Gillian)
(Ian)
S BA (Max)
(Michael)
(Robert)
(Roger)
(Stephen)

Davies, Mrs SM
Davis, Dr AE
Davis, Mrs EA
Davis, SKG
Davys, Dr MGD VRD MD
Dawson, JRC
de Klee, Mrs AMJ
de Larrinaga, Lt Col RAR T D
de Rivaz, Mrs JL
de Rivaz, PC
Dean, A
Dean, Mrs J
Dean, Mrs PB
Dean, Mrs PS
Delap, JS
Denis-Buehler, Frau K
Denne, TG
Denne, Mrs VMH
Denny, RC
Determeyer, Mrs L
Determeyer, R
Devey, A
Devey, M
Devlin, JP
Devolz, A
Devolz, Mme C
Dewar, S
Dibben, WJ
Diggle, Mrs MA
Dobson, JS
Doherty, JE
Dollar, DG
Donati, Mrs PMG
Donati, MAB
Doostdar, B
Doostdar, D
Doostdar, Mrs J
Doostdar, N
Doostdar, R
Doostdar, Miss S
Dowson, Miss RP
Dowty, GE
Drew, Lt Col ASG
Drummond, IVG
du Pon, GP
du Pon, Mrs SJ
Duckett, J
Duckworth, J
Duder, Miss C
Duder, AH
Duder, J
Duder, Mrs V
Dumbell, BJ
Dumbell, JRB
Duncan, Mrs PA
Duncan, GT
Duncan, Mrs PA
Dunlop, JN
Dunn, F
Dunn, PS
Dunn, Mrs RA
Dunseath, Mrs JC
Durlacher, RF
Dyer, PJD
Dyoss, PJ

'93 (Susan)
'95 (Anthony)
'94 (Liz)
'95 (Simon)
'81 S (Michael)
7 4 (John)
'51 GA S SL (Angela)
7 1 GA GL (Rupert)
'88 (Julie)
'88 (Paul)
'95 (Alex)
'68 (Janet)
'95 (Pauline)
'92 (Shirley)
'66
'64 RA (Katie)
•84 (Tom)
'84 (Val)
'88 (Richard)
'91 (Loraine)
'91 (Richard)
'95 (Andrew)
'95 (Martin)
'92 (James)
'53 (Alfred)
7 5 (Cecile)
'85 (Simon)
'90 (James)
'80 (Anne)
'94 (John)
'87 (James)
•56 S (David)
'83
'88 S (Marcus)
'92 (Bijan)
'92 (Danesh)
'92 (Juliet)
'92 (Novin)
'92 (Roshan)
'92 (Shadi)
'80 (Rhona)
'65 S (George)
'57GASLSRA(Alastair)
'92 (Ian)
'64 GA SL RA (Pieter)
'66 S (Sarah Jane)
'82 (John)
'80 (John)
'91 BA (Caroline)
'91 (Hugh)
'91 (James)
'91 (Verene)
'91 (Ben)
'91 (Jamie)
'84 S
'94 (George)
'94 (Priscilla)
'86
'92 BA (Fraser)
'93 (Peter)
'93 (Rosalind)
7 3 (Charlotte)
'56 S (Richard)
'91 (Peter)
'86 (Peter)

Eames, AD
Easley, MP

'92 SA (Andrew)
'91 (Michael)
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Easley, Mrs VT
Eddy, DJ
Eddy, Mrs PF
Edmonds, CHH
Edmonds, REH
Edmonds, Mrs S
Egremont-Lee, Mrs PJ
Elliott, DG
Elliott, Professor WS
Ellis, Miss AS
Ellis, Mrs JA
Ellis, MJ
Ellis, R
Ellwood, BA
Ellwood, Dr JM
Ellwood, Mrs LM
Ellwood, Miss TM
Epstein, A
Epstein, J
Epstein, JM
Epstein, Mrs R
Evans, The Very Reverend TE
Eynon, WK

'91 (Valerie)
'88 (Donald)
'89 (Pauline)
70 S (Charles)
'50 P S (Richard)
'58 P G (Sarah)
'90 (Peta)
'92 (Dennis)
'92 (William)
'94 (Anna)
'94 (Jennifer)
'94 (Mark)
'88 (Raymond)
'91 (Ben)
'91 (John)
'92 (Lindsay)
'91 (Tara)
'92 (Adam)
'92 (Jeremy)
'87 (Jon)
'87 (Ruth)
73 (Eric)
'89 (William)

Fairchild, CS
Fairchild, LI
Fairchild, PB
Falconer, JKR
Farmer, CJO
Fawke, Miss AR
Fawke, TS
Feldman, PZ
Feliciano Cova, Fr S
Feliciano Cova, Frl ZJ
Feliciano Cova, Frl ZJ
Ferguson, SS
Fergusson, JA
Field, Miss FM

'95 (Christopher)
'95 (Laurence)
'95 (Phillip)
76 (Keith)
'91 (Christopher)
'89 SA (Anna)
'89 GA (Tim)
71 (Philipp)
'65 (Susanna)
'91 (Zolla Jennifer)
'91 (Zolla Jessica)
'65HMS
76
'62 G GA GL
(Bunny)
76 (Claude)
70 (Cornelia)
'67 (Fink)
70 (Henry)
'93 (Adam)
'93 Qames)
'93 (Jane)
'90 (John)
'93 (Joss)
'93 (Richard)
'93 (Susan)
'82 S (Tom)
'91 (Alison)
'92 (Jon)
'55 (Kenneth)
'86 (Sue)
'94 (Dominic)
'85 (Michael)
'46 S
'94 (Helen)
'94 (Jonathon)
'46 S
'84 (Francis)
70 (Joe)
78
'58 (Helen)
'83 (Anne)
'81 (Colin)
'64 S (Erich)

Fielding, CE
Fischer, Miss C
Fischer, Cdr CF
Fischer, H
Fisher, A
Fisher, J
Fisher, Miss J
Fisher, JDF
Fisher, J
Fisher, R
Fisher, Mrs S
Fitzpatrick, TAI
Fleming, Mrs AS
Fleming, JWA
Fletcher, K
Forbes, Miss S
Ford, DCP
Ford, MJ
Foster, DKD
Foster, Mrs H
Foster, NJD
Fox, JWR
Francis, F
Franklin, AJ
Freeman, JDM
Freeman, Mrs HMM
Freund, Miss AH
Freund, CR
Freund, EP

Freund, Mrs EJ
Freund, DN
Fricke, J
Fuchs, F
Fuchs, Frau S
Fuchs, Frau E
Fuchs, F
Fuchs, K
Fuchs, T
Fuchs Jnr, K
Fuchs-Gertsch, Frau E

'69 (Jane)
'63 S (Norman)
•93 (Jurgen)
'62HMS
75
'94 HM S (Elizabeth)
'83 HM S (Freddy)
'46 HP HM S (Karl)
'93 (Tino)
75 S (Karl)
'61 HM S

Gachoud, MC
Galica, Miss D MBE
Gallagher, CM
Gait, JM
Gamble, PCD
Gamble (nee Pearson), Mrs DKO 'N
Gardner, Mrs J MB BS
Gardner, NHN FRCS
Gardner, Mrs PJN
Gardner, RE DSC
Garrod, KG
Garthwaite, MC
Garvey, WFB
Gaskell, SV
Gates, EF
Gaunt, DP
Gay, GP
Gepfert, Miss A
Gepfert, O
Gepfert, PR
Gerber, B
Gerber, Frau M
Gertsch, Frau B
Gertsch, Frau E
Gertsch, U
Gertsch, V
Gertsch, C
Gertsch, E
Gertsch, F
Gertsch, HP
Gertsch, O
Gibson, Mrs J
Gibson, MC
Gibson-Forbes, M
Giddings, IP
Gilbert, Mrs R
Gilbert, RJ
Gill, Mrs FM
Gill, PC
Gilligan, Mrs AER
Gilmour, AJC
Gilmour, Miss CMC
Gilmour, JR
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'91 (Christopher)
'91 (Nelson)
'85 (Nigel)
'65 RA (Edith)
'95 (Hetty)
'95 (Katerina)
'87
'91 (Emily)
'92 (George)
'92 (Gilda)
'92 (Harriet)
'85 (Richard)
71 S (David)
'94 (John)
'91 (Mike)
72
77 (Hugh)

Rickford, Dr WJK
Riddell, J
Rigby, Miss A
Rigby, D
Rigby, Mrs JMG
Rigby, Dr AJ
Roberts, Miss A
Roberts, CR
Roberts, Mrs EBB
Roberts, IA
Robertson, JM
Robertson, Major HF
Robertson, Mrs S
Robinson, Mrs CS
Robinson, Mrs CA
Robinson, CA
Robinson, KG
Robinson, MA
Robinson, MJC
Robinson, PN
Robinson, Mrs RE
Robinson (nee Myles), Mrs SLB
Rogers, Mrs M
Rogers, TS
Romer, JE
Romer-Lee, D
Romer-Lee, Mrs DM
Room, KG
Ross, AA
Rowe, C
Rupp, Frau N
Russell, DF
Russell, JR
Rustin, Mrs L
Rustin, RE
Ryan, CJ
Ryan, CM
Ryan, Brigadier DF OBE
Ryan, Mrs RC
Ryan, Mrs SA JP
Ryder, ME
Rylands, Mrs JAF

79 S (Jeremy)
72 HM S (Jimmy)
'91 (Annick)
'91 (Dominic)
'91 (Jeaninne)
'57 G GA GL (John)
'95 (Amelia)
•86 (Charles)
'87 (Elizabeth)
'87 (Ivor)
'86
'52 (Harry)
'52 (Susan)
'92 (Carolyn)
'90 (Christine)
'90 (Christopher)
'81 (Kenneth)
'92 (Michael)
'89 (Michael)
'80 (Peter)
'80 (Ruth)
'65 S (Sarah)
'36 HM S (Marjorie)
'49 S (Tony)
76 HM S (John)
'94 (Daniel)
'94 (Diana)
72 S (Keith)
74 S
'88 (Colin)
71
'86 (David)
'81 (Ian)
77 (Lena)
71 (Ronald)
'80 (Charles)
'83 (Chris)
'63 HM G (Paddy)
'91 (Rosanne)
'63 S (Sue)
'92 (Michael)
'83

Raats, JCT
Rakusen, ML
Rampton, JM
Rankin, Mrs AJ
Rankin, JHD
Rankin (nee Edmonds), Mrs ALR
Ratnage, IC
Rayson, GN LRPS
Ree, Miss LJ
Ree, G
Rees, Mrs JJ
Rees, Dr RSO
Rees, Dr SGO
Reid, Mrs VS
Reid, Fit Lt M RAF Rtd
Reinert, Mile M
Reynolds, Mrs MT
Reynolds, MT
Rhind, A
Richards, ME
Richardson, Mrs E
Richardson, J
Richardson, JH
Rick, SJ
Rickford, Mrs JA

71
'95 (Michael)
'54 S
'46 S (Alicia)
'68 S (Jamie)
70 S (Anna)
'80 (Ian)
'84 (Geoffrey)
'91
'91 (Graham)
'82 (Jacquy)
'81 (Simon)
'85 S (Ted)
72
'86 (Mike)
'48 HM S
'69 (Anne)
'69 (Marcus)
'93 (Alexander)
'95 (Martin)
'91
'91 (John)
'81 (Julian)
'92 (Stephen)
'83 (Jackie)

Sabisky, Mrs K
Salm, A
Salm, Mrs C
Salm, M
Salm, RP
Salm, T
Sandell, M
Sandilands, AP
Sandison, IMT
Sandison, Mrs I
Saunders, PR
Schertenleib, Frau A
Schertenleib, T
Schletti, W
Schlunegger, A
Schluppi, Mrs E
Schmid, M
Schoch, Frau M
Schoch, MH
Scoones, Rev RP
Scott, JR
Scott, MJ
Scott-Dalgleish, Mrs G
Scott-Graham, PJ
Scribbans, Mrs SM

'87 (Kate)
'94 (Andrew)
'94 (Claudia)
'94 (Matthew)
'94 RA (Richard)
'94 (Timothy)
'91 SA (Matthew)
'85
'88 (Ian)
'88 (Isabel)
'93 (Philip)
'63 HM S
72
'68 S
'88 S (Alfred)
74
'68 (Markus)
70S
70S
78 S (Roger)
'82 S
'92 (Michael)
'92 (Georgina)
75
76 (Susan)
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teller, Mrs V
letter, R
elby Bennett, Commander H
everne, MMW
haw, A
haw, Miss M-L
haw (nee Graves), Mrs JR
haw Stewart, Mrs VJD
hawcross, C
heargold, B
herman, Mrs D F
ihirley, Miss J
Ihnaps, Mrs B
Ihnaps, D
Ihnaps, M
Ihnaps, M
Ihnaps, S
ihotton, Mrs D H
lieber, C
feber-Fehr, Frau U
immonds, AD
limpson, WI
limpson, TJ
iimpson, Mrs J
impson, Dr N
impson, Miss V
impson (nee Hensman), Mrs S
llager, CJ
Imith, AMH
Imith, CT
Imith, RS
mith, AD
myth, Mrs MC
loden, RH
;oden, RW
lomerville-Wilson, Mrs C
louthwell Fitz-Gerald, JD
Ipence, JGL
Ipitzley, Mrs D
Ipitzley, Miss VMA
Ipringman, Mrs C
Itaeger, F
Itaeger-Follet, Mrs T
Stanford, Mrs JEO
Itaniszewski, RZ
Itannah, ANR
Itauffer, D F
tearns, DM
Iteel, KL
tephens, Prof JA
tettler, Dr Med A
teuri, Frau M
teuri, W
Itevens, KB
Sevens, RJ
Itevens, R
itevens (nee Gibson), Mrs BJ
Itevenson, JR
Itewart, GG CB MC
tewart, H L
Stirling, Mrs P
tock, EM
tockwell, Mrs B
iiichy, Frau I
utherland, Miss AW
utherland, BW CBE
utherland, Miss CW
utherland, Mrs H

75
'68
'91
'37
'54
'94
79
'91
'92
'94
'92
'95
'94
'94
'94
'94
'94
'89
70
'52
'89
'86
'91

S (Rene)
(Chipps)
HM S (Michael)
S
(Marietta-Louise)
(Julia)
GA GL (Vora)
(Conrad)
(Benjamin)
(Diane)
(Jemma)
(Beverley)
BA (David)
(Maurice)
(Michael)
(Samuel)
(Darian)
S
(Alexander)
(Ian)
(James)

'95 (Jean)
'95
'91
70
'80
'83
'82
'67
'67
'91
'94
'94
'93
'89
'81
'63
'89
'95
'52
'58
'56
'95
'89
77
75
'87
'88
'69
'94
'94
'92
'95
'95
'92
79
74
'89
'58
'89
'39
'69
'81
72
'88
72

(Nick)
(Victoria)
S (Susannah)
S BA (Adrian)
(Colin)
S (Robert)
(Tony)
(Clare)
(Richard)
(Richard)
(Catharine)
(John)
(Julian)
RA (Diana)
(Victoria)
(Caroline)
HM S
S (Teresa)
S (Jean)
(Richard)
(Alan)
(Donald)
(Keith)
(John)
HM S (Andreas)
HM S (Margrit)
HM S (Walter)
(Kieran)
(Richard)
(Robin)
(Brenda)
(James)
HM S (George)
(Hugh)
S
(Edward)
HMGAGLS (Bunty)
S (Irene)
(Alison)
(Bruce)
(Catriona)
(Heather)

'95
'95
'88
70

(Hannah)
(Louise)
(Mark)
(Barbara)

Tait, T T
Talati, XK
Talbot, MAS
Tannock, JC
Tannock, MC
Tanton, DA
Tate, Mrs A
Tate, Dr RJ
Tate, Miss SE
Taylor, Mrs C
Taylor, JJK
Taylor, NCD
Taylor, PK
Taylor, Mrs S
Tedbury, Mrs L
Tedbury, JSJH
Thompson, Mrs RM
Thorne, AG
Thorp, CR
Thorp, Mrs KDV
Thorp, HMB
Thursfield, JH
Thursfield, T H
Thwaites, ARJ
Thwaites, RP
Tillett, MB
Timmins, Miss JM
Timmis, WN
Tomlinson, JM
Topham (nee Lovell), Mrs R
Troughton (nee Campbell-Preston),
MrsS
Tucker, Mrs S
Tudor Hughes, RC
Turner, GJ

'85
'93
'88
'85
'83
73
'92
'92
'92
'91
'60
'91
'85
'94
75
71
'95
'89
74
'65
'59
'95
'95
'92
'91
'67
'89
'92
'87
'62

(Thomas)
(Xerxes)
(Mark)
Qames)
(Michael)
(Ann)
(Bob)
(Susanne)
(Christina)
GGAGL (Jonathan)
(Nicholas)
(Philip)
(Sheila)
(Loveday)
S (Stephen)
(Robina)
(Anthony)
S (Clive)
(Doreen)
S (Harold)
(John)
(Timothy)
(Adrian)
(Richard)
(Michael)
(Joan)
(Bill)
(James)
S (Rosalind)

'67
'55
'91
'84

GA SL RA (Sarah)
RA
(Roy)
(Geoff)

Upton, MJ

'56 (Michael)

Van de Steen de Jehay, Comte G
Van Eeghen, EH
Van Eeghen, Mrs EH
Van Soest, Mrs EH
Van Soest, GJ
Van Zalinge, Mrs D
Van Zalinge, H
Varvill, M
Verden-Anderson, EDH
Verden-Anderson, J
Vickers, DA
Vogue, Comtesse de
Voisin, Mrs CD
Voisin, FG
von Allmen, H
von Allmen, Frau MM
von Allmen, P
von Almen, A
von Almen, C
von Almen, Frau F
von Almen, Frau F Jnr
von Almen, K
von Almen, Frau K
von Almen, Frl KE

'55 S
73
73
'80
'80
'68 (Dawn)
'80 (Henk)
'94 (Michael)
7 3 S (David)
'94 SA Qames)
'85 (David)
'33 HM S
'94 (Claire)
'94 (Francis)
74
'82 (Margaret)
'82 (Paul)
'82
'82 S
•36 HM S
'49HMS
'57HMS
79HMS
'82

Swan,
Swan,
Swan,
Syme,

Miss H
Miss L
MH
Mrs B
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von Almen, UK

'88 (Urs)

Wade, JAV
Wade, Mrs A
Waghorn, EGS
Waghorn, JDD
Waghorn, Mrs AL
Waghorn, R
Waghorn, Miss TA
Waghorn, WJD
Walduck, Mrs ERW
Walduck, AHEP
Walduck, Miss CO
Walduck, DCT
Walduck, Miss EL
Walduck, JAG
Walduck, Miss KT
Walduck, NSRD
Walduck, Miss OC
Walduck, HRH
Walduck, RN
Walduck, Mrs SL
Walduck, SH
Walduck, Mrs S
Walduck, T H
Walduck, Mrs V
Waley, Mrs PJ
Walker, CR
Walker, CWM
Walker, Miss JKM
Walker, Mrs MPK
Walker, R
Walker, SAM
Walker, Mrs Y-V
Walks, CS
Wallis, Miss TA
Walpoth, Dr B
Ward, Lt Col REH MC
Wasdell, CNE
Wasdell, DC
Waterhouse, D H
Waterhouse, Mrs JA
Waterhouse, Miss SA
Waterhouse, T H
Watherston, JM
Watson, Mrs EE
Watson, F
Watson, Miss H
Watson, Ms MC
Watson, Mrs P
Watson, Reverend RB
Watson, TJ
Watterson, CJ
Way, Miss P
Weber, CE
Webster, Mrs C
Webster, Mrs AV
Webster, JHM
Weller, Miss AV
Weller, Mrs AK
Weller, Miss HC
Weller, JMC
Weller, JR
Welsh, A

'78

'53
'82
'60
'60
'83
'82
'82
'52
'85
'92
'91
'91
'91
'92
'85
'92
'58
'61
'91
'65
'92
'58
'86
'63
'93
'95
'95
'95
'93
'95
'93
'74
'71
70
'37
'86
'86
'86
'86
'95
'95
'74
'95
'93
'95
'94
'95
'92
'93
'94

(Angela)
(Edward)
P G (John)
S (Linnet)
(Richard)
(Tania)
(William)
S (Alexander)
(Candida)
(Daniel)
(Eloise)
(Jason)
(Katharine)
S (Nicholas)
(Olivia)
S (Richard)
(Robert)
(Sara)
S (Stephen)
(Susan)
P S (Tom)
(Vanessa)
S (Penelope)
SA (Christophe)
(Christopher)
(Johanna)
(Mirja)
(Raymond)
BA (Sebastian)
(Yvonne-Victoria)
(Colin)
RA (Theresa Anne)
HM S (Richard)

(David)
(Judith)
(Sarah)
(Thomas)
(Michael)
(Elizabeth)
(Frank)
(Hannah)
(Meriel)
(Penny)
(Robert)
(Tim)
(Christopher)

'82

'69
74
'63
'53
'92
'92
'92
'92
'92
'92

(Charles)
(Anne)
G (John)
BA (Abigail)
(Angela)
(Harriet)
(James)
Qeremy)
(Adam)

West, Miss C
West, GHS
West, MG
Wheatley, Dr CM-J
Wheatley, Miss ER
Wheeler, CB
Wheeler, MJ
Wheway, Mrs J
Wheway, RC
Whistler, JCR
Whistler, Miss LA
Whistler, RM
Whistler, Mrs SL
Whitaker, EAL
Whitaker, Mrs I
Whitaker, JEA
Whitaker, J
Whitaker, TAG
Whitaker, Miss VAJ
White, ARM
White, Miss B
White, MJ
White, Lt Col PJ
Whitelaw, FWD
WUder, NBS
Wilkinson, Sir G Bart
Willes, DW
Williams, Mrs D
Williams, Miss A
Williams, D
Williams, D
Williams, Miss H
Williams, L
Williams, MSD
Williams, PR
Williams, Ms R
Williams, RE
Williams, SCD
Williams, Miss S
Williams, Miss S
Williams, Mrs S
Wilsher, HEN
Wilson, DA
Wilson, Mrs ME
Wilson, Miss J
Wilson, J
Winterbottom, MJ
Wise, Mrs GM
Wise, NB
Withinshaw, Mrs GJ
Withinshaw, JP
Woodhall, MJ FRICS
Wootton, MC
Wylde, R
Wyss, S
Wyss, Frau T
Wyss, Ms M

'87
'87
'93
'95
'93
'94
'94
•87
'66
'90
'90
'90
'90
'94
'94
•94
'87
'94
'94
'94
'93
'91
73
72
'66
'59
'46
'93
'93
'93
'93
'93
'91
'87
'85
'93
'94
'60
'93
'93
'94
'92
'64
72
'93
'93
'82
'94
'94
'94
'94
78
'89
70
•83
'83
•93

Young, NJ Jnr

'57 (Nathaniel)

Zvegintzov,
Zvegintzov,
Zvegintzov,
Zvegintzov,

'86
'86
79
'84
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Mrs RM
NI
PD
ADJ

(Carol)
(Gordon)
(Martin)
(Carmen)
(Elizabeth)
(Christopher)
(Michael)
(Judith)
S (Richard)
BA Qames)
BA (Lindsey)
(Rex)
(Susan)
(Edward)
(Iwona)
(James)
(Jason)
(Thomas)
(Victoria)
(Anthony)
(Belinda)
(Michael)
S (Peter)
S (Freddie)
S (Nigel)
A G RA (Graham)
S (Douglas)
(Andrea)
(Daniel)
(David)
(Helen)
(Lawrence)
(Marcus)
(Peter)
(Rachel)
(Richard)
S (Simon)
(Stephanie)
(Susannah)
(Suzanne)
(Henry)

(Jessica)
(Jonathan)
(Gillian)
(Nicholas)
(Georgina)
(John)
(Mike)

(Margrit)

S (Maree)
(Nicholas)
S (Paul)
SA RA (Sacha)

FALKEN-HOTEL 3823 WENGEN
Propr: Fam. E. Cova
Telefon 036/56 51 21 Telefax 036/55 33 39 Telex 923 231

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Hotel with atmosphere in Wengen
Longtime favourite with the British
Best view and best position in winter and summer
Excellent cuisine (mentioned by Gault & Millau)
Pianobar
Large lounges
Turn of the century furniture with all modern comforts
All rooms with direct telephone and minibars
Most of the rooms with bath/shower & WC and balconies.
We look forward to welcoming you
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Powder Skiing in North America Limited
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Tel: 0171-736 8191 Faxf 0171-384 2592
o
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FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING REQUIREMENTS

PRESS
LIMITED

Our Product range
Controlling an extensive mix of equipment and skills we are able to
produce a wide range of many different products which include:
Brochures
Leaflets
Booklets
Books
Catalogues
Magazines
Folders
Tickets
Invitations
Posters
Annual Reports
Price Lists

Newsletters
Menus
Certificates
Mail Shots
Conference Reports
Letters & Stationery
Programmes
NCR Sets
Point of Sale Materials
Labels
Calendars
Manuals

Volpoint House • Blakey Road • Milford Industrial Estate
Salisbury • Wiltshire • SP1 2JG
Telephone: 01722 329272

Fax: 01722 338770

*oi4a las Cox lyrfe
Winter Sports Insurance Specialists
DESIGNED BY SKIERS FDR

SKIERS

INSURANCE
AT

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE RATES
We offer a range of packages, including very
attractive terms for North America
•

Discounted rates
for the Downhill Only Club
•

All packages cover skiing Off Piste
"No snow" cover
DCT cover card for peace of mind
Full theft of skis cover
WHY NOT RING FOR DETAILS ?

0181-5349595
Douglas Cox Tyrie
Insurance Brokers

Central House, 32-66 High Street, Stratford, London El 52PF

